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Abstract

In magnetized plasmas the understanding of the plasma dynamics in response to

magnetic fluctuations is of particular interest. These fluctuations appear in form

of linear and nonlinear wave phenomena and also as a change of the magnetic field

topology. In the context of the present thesis the influence of low-frequency elec-

tromagnetic waves and topological changes of magnetic fields caused by magnetic

reconnection on the ion dynamics was experimentally investigated.

In the linear magnetized laboratory experiment VINETA kinetic Alfvén waves

were excited and identified via detailed measurements of the waves dispersion by

means of magnetic fluctuation diagnostics. For the understanding of the disper-

sion behavior boundary effects and the influence of collisions must be taken into

account. The ion velocity distribution function (IVDF) was measured with laser-

induced fluorescence (LIF). The standard LIF scheme was extended to obtain

phase-resolved IVDFs in case of periodic perturbations. The electrical fields of

the linear Alfvén waves, which are driven by small amplitude magnetic perturba-

tions, are however usually too small, to significantly influence the ion dynamics.

A different situation emerges for a strongly nonlinear excitation scheme: Strong

indications for wave particle interaction was found in LIF measurements made on

nonlinear Alfvénic waves in amplitude modulated helicon plasmas.

In the toroidal experiment VTF magnetic reconnection can be driven periodi-

cally and under reproducible conditions. These precondition facilitates systematic

investigations of magnetic reconnection and its influence on the ion dynamics with

LIF. For the first time it was proven that ion heating is a direct consequence of

reconnection. Furthermore, it could be shown that this heating is strongly local-

ized at the magnetic X-point, which is the location where reconnection occurs.

With time-resolved measurements of the IVDF a causal connection between the

reconnection rate and the ion heating could be established. Furthermore, strong

non-thermal components of the IVDF were detected, which correlate with the

observed ion heating. Numeric simulations, based on a kinetic single particle pic-

ture, show a transfer from magnetic energy to kinetic energy of the ions, which is

consistent with the experimentally observed rise of the ion temperature.
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Zusammenfassung

In magnetisierten Plasmen kommt dem Verständnis von magnetischen Fluktua-

tionen eine tragende Rolle hinsichtlich der Plasmadynamik zu. Diese Fluktua-

tionen treten in Form linearer und nichtlinearer Wellenphänomene oder auch als

Änderung der magnetischen Topologie auf. Im Rahmen der vorliegenden Disserta-

tion wurde der Einfluß von niederfrequenten elektromagnetischen Wellen und der

von topologischen Magnetfeldänderungen durch magnetische Rekonnektion auf die

Dynamik der Ionen experimentell untersucht.

In dem linearen magnetisierten Laborexperiment VINETA wurden kinetische

Alfvénwellen angeregt und durch detaillierte Messung der Dispersion mittels mag-

netischer Fluktuationsdiagnostiken eindeutig identifiziert. Für das Verständ-

nis des Dispersionsverhaltens müssen die Berandung der Wellen und der Ein-

fluß von Stößen einbezogen werden. Mittels laserinduzierter Fluoreszenz (LIF)

wurde die Ionenenergieverteilungsfunktion (IEVF) gemessen. Dabei wurde das

Schema dahingehend erweitert, daß bei periodischen Störungen des Plasmas phase-

naufgelöste Messungen der IEVF durchgeführt werden können. Die elektrischen

Felder der durch vergleichsweise kleine magnetische Störungen angeregten linearen

Alfvénwellen sind jedoch in der Regel zu klein, um einen signifikanten Einfluß auf

die Ionendynamik zu nehmen. Anders verhält es sich jedoch bei einem stark nicht-

linearem Anregungssschema: Die Welle-Teilchen Wechselwirkung konnte für nicht-

lineare Anregung Alfvénischer Wellen durch amplitudenmodulierte Helikoneigen-

moden mittels LIF nachgewiesen werden.

In dem toroidalen Experiment VTF kann magnetische Rekonnektion periodisch

und unter reproduzierbaren Bedingungen angetrieben werden. Diese Voraus-

setzungen ermöglichen systematische Untersuchungen der Rückwirkung magnetis-

cher Rekonnektion auf die Ionendynamik mittels LIF. Dabei ist es zum ersten

Mal gelungen, eine Ionenheizung als Folge von Rekonnektion direkt nachzuweisen.

Ferner konnte gezeigt werden, daß diese Heizung stark lokalisiert ist und nur am

magnetischen X-Punkt, dem Ort der Rekonnektion, auftritt. Mittels zeitaufgelöster

Messungen konnte ein kausaler Zusammenhang zwischen der Rekonnektionsrate

und der Ionenheizung gezeigt werden. Desweiteren wurden starke nicht-thermische

Komponenten der IEVF diagnostiziert, die mit der beobachteten Ionenheizung ko-

rrelieren. Numerische Simulationen, basierend auf einem kinetischen Einteilchen-

bild, zeigen einen Transfer von magnetischer Energie zu kinetischer Energie der

Ionen, der konsistent mit dem experimentell beobachteten Anstieg der Ionentem-

peratur ist.
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1 Ion dynamics in space plasmas
Importance and the link to laboratory plasmas

The dynamics of magnetized plasmas is a broad field of research in plasma physics,

since fluctuations of magnetic fields may directly influence plasma particles on

the kinetic level. A variety of phenomena are known in solar1, astrophysical2,

fusion3, and laboratory plasmas4, in which an interaction of the plasma with

magnetic fields is found: In solar plasmas, flares are believed to cause particle

heating and acceleration by large scale changes in the magnetic field topology5

and the high temperatures of the solar corona is likely to be caused by plasma

heating due to electromagnetic waves6. In the earth magnetosphere, substorms

accelerate plasma particles, which subsequently travel along the magnetic field

lines towards the earth and may give rise the aurora phenomenon or may disturb

satellite communication8. In laboratory and fusion plasmas numerous examples,

like linear and non-linear waves and instabilities, are found, too9. Of particular

Figure 1.1: Solar flare observed by the Yohkoh satellite on January 13, 1992.
Shown are soft X-ray emissions of the entire sun (left) and a field of
78.42 arcsec2, corresponding to 3.3 · 109 km2. As a reference, the solar limb
and the contour of the flare are shown as solid lines [Taken from Masuda
et al.7].
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1 Introduction: Ion dynamics in space plasmas

interest are mechanisms that allow a transfer of magnetic energy to particle kinetic

energy. Two prominent examples, where magnetic field fluctuations could be

experimentally correlated with the generation of energetic particles and particle

heating, are magnetic reconnection and kinetic Alfvén waves.

Magnetic reconnection is a process that changes the magnetic field topology by

cutting and rearranging magnetic field lines. This process was suggested to be

the key mechanism in the dynamics of solar flares10. In 1992 state-of-the-art X-

ray spectrometers aboard the Yohkoh satellite11 provided spatially high resolved

measurements of soft X-ray radiation during a solar flare. A part of the results is

shown in Fig. 1.1. Increased X-ray radiation is observed to originate from the solar

flare structure itself, indicating localized particle heating and acceleration7. It was

postulated that this particle acceleration is caused by the magnetic reconnection

process.

Kinetic Alfvén waves are often responsible for magnetic fluctuations in the con-

text of space plasmas13. Fig. 1.2 shows a schematic of the Earth’s magnetosphere.

Figure 1.2: Time-resolved spectra of the electric and magnetic field fluctu-
ations as observed on a board of one Cluster satellite (C4) during crossing
the northern cusp on March 9, 2002. The cluster trajectory is indicated in
the schematic plot of the Earth’s magnetosphere [Taken from ESA website
(www.esa.int) and Sundkvist et al.12].
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It is distinguished in different zones: The dayside bow-shock, the magnetotail

in the back, and the cusp region in between. The importance of low frequency

waves, in particular kinetic Alfvén waves, was underlined for example by Sund-

kvist,et al.12:

Intense waves with frequencies of the order of the ion gyrofrequency

have often been observed in the cusp by several spacecraft at varying

altitudes. Such waves are known to be important for energy redistribu-

tion between different particle populations, e.g. via ion-cyclotron res-

onance. Identification of the wave generation mechanisms and wave

modes are essential for the understanding of the overall cusp energy

conversion processes and particle transport.

Also shown in Fig. 1.2 are time-resolved spectra of low frequency electric and

magnetic field fluctuations observed with the Cluster satellite? . Especially the

total spectral power of the magnetic field fluctuations increases when the satel-

lite enters the polar cusp region. Kinetic Alfvén waves, probably driven by fast

particles, were identified as the origin of these magnetic field fluctuations12.

The basic difficulty with satellite data is that controlled experiments are im-

possible. In both cases described above all observations are indirect in the sense

that the physical processes, related to the measurement, cannot be systematically

explored by the satellite. This is a strong motivation for accompanying laboratory

experiments, in which high reproducibility, good access, and versatile diagnostics

provide detailed data under controlled conditions.

The present work is devoted to laboratory investigations of both magnetic re-

connection and kinetic Alfvén waves. Main diagnostic tool is the laser induced

fluorescence, which yields a deep insight into the kinetics of the ions.

The structure of this thesis is organized in three main parts: Chapter 2, 3 and 4.

In chapter 2 the experimental techniques and data processing methods are briefly

reviewed. Special emphasis is put on low frequency Ḃprobes, which are used

to record magnetic fluctuations and laser induced fluorescence (LIF), an active

spectroscopic diagnostic to directly observe the ion dynamics. Chapter 3 deals with

low frequency electromagnetic waves, namely Alfvén waves. First the theoretical

background of kinetic Alfvén waves is reviewed, followed by the description of the

VINETA device, and plasma, and the experimental setup for wave propagation

and LIF measurements. Experiments are made were small perturbations of the

magnetic field lead to the propagation of waves, which could be identified as Alfvén

waves by measurement of the dispersion. Low frequency Alfvénic waves were
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1 Introduction: Ion dynamics in space plasmas

also observed, when plasma source is driven with amplitude modulated radio-

frequency and the kinetic ion response is studied. In chapter 4 measurements on

magnetic reconnection are presented. The experiments were made in the VTF

at the MIT in Cambridge, USA. In the chapter included are first a theoretical

overview of reconnection and the experimental setup to measure phase-resolved

IVDFs. For the first time ever LIF measurements were done during reconnection.

It is found that strong ion heating takes place and non-thermal components occur

during reconnection. The main findings and conclusions made in this thesis are

summarized in chapter 5.
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2 Experimental techniques and

signal processing

In solar, space, and fusion plasma physics, different challenges and problems arise

on the track to measure the ion dynamics or plasma parameters in general. In

solar plasma physics this is mainly due to the fact that only indirect observations

from earth or satellites can be made10. Space plasma physics research became

possible with the advance in satellite technology in the late 1950s and good di-

agnostics instrumentation allows to record detailed information about the plasma

and dynamical phenomena14. Unfortunately, a satellite is just a tiny point in space

and thus only information along the satellite’s trajectory are gathered. Even with

clusters of satellites the chance to observe spatially localized dynamical processes

remains small. In fusion devices a set of diagnostics is available to characterize

plasma parameters and also to study ion kinetics directly15. However, dynamical

phenomena such as reconnecting magnetic fields can hardly be investigated sys-

tematically since the effects often are not driven but result from a plasma instabil-

ity16. In contrast, laboratory plasmas with their excellent diagnostic capabilities

provide detailed information about stationary and, more important, dynamical

plasma phenomena. The standard diagnostic tools are described in Sect. 2.1 and

more advanced techniques in Sects. 2.2 and 2.3. A high degree in (day-to-day

and shot-to-shot) reproducibility allows the use of statistical data analysis. These

tools are briefly reviewed in Sect. 2.4.

2.1 General plasma diagnostics

A set of standard diagnostics is used to characterize and to monitor the plasma

parameters. This includes Langmuir probes (Sect. 2.1.1), which yield the plasma

potential, plasma density, and electron temperature with high spatial and temporal

resolution. Absolute plasma densities integrated along a line of sight are measured

with a microwave interferometer (Sect. 2.1.2). The quality of the vacuum and

partial pressures in plasmas with multiple gas species are monitored by a residual
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2 Experimental techniques and signal processing

gas analyzer (Sect. 2.1.3). The respective techniques are briefly reviewed in the

following sections.

2.1.1 Langmuir probes
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Figure 2.1: Current-voltage characteristic of a cylindrical Langmuir probe.
Indicated are the three different regions, ion saturation, transition, and elec-
tron saturation, separated by floating and plasma potential.

Langmuir probes are commonly used to measure the electron energy distribution

function f (e) of a plasma? . In the case of a Maxwellian distribution appropriate

probe theories yield the electron temperature Te, plasma density n, and plasma

potential Φplasma. A Langmuir probe in its simplest realization consists of an

insulated wire with a small electrode inserted into the plasma. The probe is

connected to a bipolar power supply and the evaluation of the recorded current-

voltage characteristic yields the plasma parameters.

An exemplary measurement of the current-voltage characteristic for a cylindrical

probe in a magnetized plasma is shown in Fig. 2.1 (note that the negative current

is plotted). Three regimes can be distinguished: The ion and electron saturation

regions and a transition region in between. The regions are separated by the float-

ing and plasma potential Φfloat., Φplasma, respectively. The probe current is almost

constant in the ion saturation region while it does not saturate in the electron sat-

uration region but increases monotonously. Starting with negative probe bias such

a probe characteristic is interpreted as follows: At voltages far below the floating

potential the probe current is nearly constant, called the ion saturation region.

Here the retarding potential of the probe repels the electrons and only ions can
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2.1 General plasma diagnostics

reach the probe surface. If the probe voltage is increased some energetic electrons

may overcome the potential barrier and reach the probe surface. At the floating

potential the electron current is already high enough to counter-balance the ion

current and hence no net current is drawn to the probe. Further increase of the

probe voltage leads to an increasing electron current. Here, still all those electrons

are repelled, whose kinetic energy is too low to reach the probe surface. Hence, in

the transition region the current drawn by the probe is determined by an (almost

constant) ion current and an electron current depending mainly on the electron

energy distribution function (EEDF). At the plasma or space potential Φplasma,

where the probe has the same potential as the plasma, electrons reach the probe

surface only due to their thermal motion. If the probe is biased positively with

respect to the plasma potential all electrons are collected and the probe is in the

electron saturation current region. However, for a cylindrical probe no saturation

is observed. This results mainly from an increase of electron orbital motions that

end on the probe surface with increasing voltage? . Therefore the ion current is

often taken as a relative measure for the plasma density.

Since the electron current to the probe in the transition region is mainly deter-

mined by the electron energies Langmuir probes provide a direct measure of the

EEDF. In unmagnetized collisionless plasmas Druyvesteyn17 suggested a method

to derive the EEDF from planar Langmuir probes, for which the EEDF is pro-

portional to the second derivative of the electron probe current. In the case of

magnetized plasmas the current to the probe is more complicated18, because the

magnetic field introduces an anisotropy and transport processes across the mag-

netic field have to be taken into account. Furthermore, variations of the probe

sheath, which strongly depends on probe geometry and collisions, may alter the

electron current as well.

Kinetic probe model and fitting

Recently, for collisionless magnetized plasmas and cylindrical probes oriented per-

pendicular to the magnetic field a kinetic model for probe characteristic evaluation

was suggested19. In this theory, the EEDF f (e) is proportional to the first deriva-

tive of the probe current as

f (e) =−3
8

m2R ln(πL/4R)
πe3ρeV

d je
dV

. (2.1)

Here, R is the probe radius, L the probe length, ρe the electron Larmor radius and

V = U −Φplasma the probe voltage with respect to the plasma potential. Fitting

7



2 Experimental techniques and signal processing

a Maxwellian distribution function to the first derivative of the measured probe

current yields the electron temperature and, from the ion saturation current, the

plasma density. The plasma potential is a fit parameter and is, according to the

theory20, located where the derivative of the probe current is zero.
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Figure 2.2: (a) Measured (dots) and filtered derivative (solid blue line) of
a probe characteristic and fit function. (b) Original electron current of the
probe characteristic and fit.

The result of a fit to the probe characteristic from Fig. 2.1 based on the kinetic

theory is shown in Fig. 2.2. The derivative of the current is plotted in Fig. 2.2(a).

The raw data and low-pass filtered derivative of the probe current density are

included in the plot as blue dots and the solid line, respectively. The kinetic

fit is shown as the solid red line. A good agreement between the fit and the

derivative of the current density is found. Only close to the plasma potential the

fit differs from the measured data, which is due to the non-saturating current.

The plasma potential is in this case found as Φplasma ∼ 14V. The quality of the fit

can also be seen when comparing directly the measured probe characteristic with

the reconstructed one (see Fig 2.2(b)). Here, the ion current is already subtracted

from the probe current. The model function fits very well to the measured probe

characteristic and an electron temperature of Te ∼ 2.3eV and a plasma density of

n∼ 1.5 ·1018 m−3 is obtained. One should note that the theory is valid in a limited

parameter regime (low collisionality) only. This motivates a direct comparison

with other diagnostics, which is briefly reported in the next section.
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2.1 General plasma diagnostics

2.1.2 Microwave interferometry

Interferometry provides a non-intrusive method to measure the plasma density

averaged along the line of sight? . The general concept is to compare a wave

traveling through the plasma with a phase reference. The refractive properties

of the plasma affects the phase velocity of the wave and subsequently leads to a

phase shift when compared with the reference. The refractive index of the plasma

is the ratio of the speed of light in vacuum and the phase velocity in the plasma51.

For an ordinary wave (o-wave) propagating perpendicular to the magnetic field

the refractive index N reads

N =
kc
ω

=

(
1−

ω2
pe

ω2

)1/2

=
(

1− n
nco

)1/2

, (2.2)

where ωpe is the plasma frequency. The cut-off density nco = (2π f /e)2ε0me defines

the maximum plasma density, for which an electromagnetic wave of frequency f
can propagate. The phase shift of a wave with wavelength λ passing a plasma

along the path l with the density distribution n(l) is given by

φ =
2π

λ

∫
1− (1−n(l)/nco)1/2dl. (2.3)

If the frequency f is sufficiently higher than the plasma frequency fpe = ωpe/2π

(n � nco), the square root in Eq. (2.3) can be expanded into a Taylor series and

the phase shift simplifies to

φ =
π

λ

∫
n(l)dl. (2.4)

The interferometer used at VINETA is operated at a frequency of f = 160GHz.
A detailed description of the setup is given in Geist et al.? . Fig. 2.3(a) shows a

typical interferometer time trace of a single plasma discharge (blue) and an average

over 10 successive plasma discharges (red). It is seen that the plasma is stationary

after t = 20ms at
∫

n(l)dl = 5 · 1017 m−2. A high shot-to-shot reproducibility is

seen from the averaged time trace, which is exactly the same as for a single shot

but with lower noise level. When the plasma source is switched off at t = 300ms
an exponential decay of the plasma density is found. As the interferometer yields

absolute plasma densities, it is reasonable to benchmark the results obtained from

probe measurements against the interferometer. For this purpose interferometer

data and a radial profile of probe characteristics were recorded simultaneously.

From the probe characteristic the plasma density is obtained using the above

mentioned kinetic probe theory. The resulting radial plasma density profile is

9



2 Experimental techniques and signal processing
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Figure 2.3: (a) Time series of the line integrated plasma density for a helicon
plasma. The plasma source is turned on at t = 0. (b) Radial plasma density
profile as obtained from Langmuir probe characteristics with fits based on
the kinetic probe theory (dots) and a Gaussian fit (solid line).

shown in Fig. 2.3(b) fitted with a Gaussian function. The peak density is n = 1.8 ·
1019 m−3. Numerical integration of the plasma density over the radial coordinate

then yields the line integrated plasma density of
∫

n(l)dl = 7.7 ·1017 m−2. A good

agreement between Langmuir probe and interferometer is found with an error of

approximately 20%.

2.1.3 Residual gas analyzer

For a vast number of experiments it is necessary to have good vacuum conditions

with the knowledge of the amount and composition of impurities. To clarify these

issues mass spectrometer or residual gas analyzers (RGA) are used? . The head

of the RGA consists of an ionizer, a mass-charge separation unit, and a detec-

tor. Neutral atoms are ionized by a beam of fast electrons, which are accelerated

after being produced by a heated filament. The ions are extracted from the ion-

ization volume and enter a quadrupole mass filter. Ions undergo oscillations in

the quadrupole field and only those ions with a certain mass-to-charge ratio pass

through the filter. Finally, these ions are focused to a Faraday cup detector and

the partial pressure is obtained from the current to the detector. Two effects that

might cause misinterpretation of the mass spectra can occur. When the neutral

gas molecules are ionized electron impact ionization can dissociate the molecules

and their factional components appear in the mass spectrum. The second effect

arises from multiple ionization. In case of double ionization, e.g. , this results in
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2.2 Electric and magnetic fluctuation diagnostics
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Figure 2.4: Mass spectra in the VINETA device: (a) Vacuum spectrum
with main impurities water and Nitrogen. (b) Spectrum of a gas mixture of
Helium and Argon.

half the mass-to-charge ratio, hence the atom or molecule will appear at half the

mass in the spectrum.

Two exemplary mass spectra of VINETA, one for vacuum and one for an Argon-

Helium mixture, are shown in Fig. 2.4. The partial pressure of the respective

components are given by the hight of the peaks in the spectrum. In vacuum several

remaining species are found in the spectrum. Water and its fractional components

(H, O, O2, OH) are the most significant ones. The second most significant peak in

the spectrum is Nitrogen, which originates from microscopic vacuum leaks. The

total pressure is pvac ∼ 1 ·10−4 Pa. In comparison to Fig. 2.4(b), the concentration

of impurities at moderate gas pressures of p = 0.01−1Pa is found to be orders of

magnitude smaller than the operation gas pressure. Here the peak at mass m = 20u
is due to double ionization and has to be taken into account when calculating the

concentration of Argon.

2.2 Electric and magnetic fluctuation diagnostics

Local measurements of electromagnetic field fluctuations are done separately with

electric and magnetic probes. Double Langmuir probes are well suited to record

electric field fluctuations. For magnetic fields a variety of detectors are avail-

able. Inductive coils yield only the fluctuations of magnetic fields and have been

extensively used in low temperature plasmas61? ? . However, the sensitivity of

these probes scales with frequency, which makes the use of coils at low frequen-
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2 Experimental techniques and signal processing

cies challenging? . This section briefly introduces probes for electric and magnetic

fluctuation measurements and focuses on the design and calibration of magnetic

pickup coils.

2.2.1 Double probes

A simple approach to measure electric field fluctuations is the use of two Langmuir

probes. The electric field is then given by the difference of the plasma potential at

each probe. Depending on the probe theory used to evaluate the probe character-

istic the plasma potential is determined from the first or second derivative of the

probe current. This is often inaccurate and imply that two full probe character-

istics must be recorded. The electric field can also be measured as the difference

of two probes’ floating potentials if the probe tips are separated by a distance of

several Debye length only, assuming that electron temperature and plasma density

are varying on bigger spatial scales? . In the current experiments a differential

amplifier is used to approximate the electric field by the difference of two floating

Langmuir probes. A sample measurement is shown in Fig. 2.7.

2.2.2 Low frequency Ḃ-probes

Fluctuation of the magnetic field are measured with Ḃ-probes, which are sensitive

to the temporal variation of the magnetic field only. These probes consist of a coil

that is shielded against the plasma and additionally compensated against electro-

static pickup? . In the special case of low frequency magnetic field fluctuations

the electrostatic pickup is small and can be neglected. According to Faraday’s law

the voltage Uind that is induced in the coil is given by

Uind =
∫

C
E ·dl =−

∫
S

Ḃ ·ds, (2.5)

where S is the surface bounded by the contour C. For a coil with n windings

enclosing an area A in a homogeneous sinusoidal field B(t) = Bsin(ωt) the induced

voltage is

Uind =−nAωBcos(ωt). (2.6)

It is seen that the amplitude of the induced voltage is proportional to the frequency

of the fluctuations, which makes the use of Ḃ-probes at low frequencies challenging.

As it is seen from Eq. (2.6) one can increase the sensitivity of the probe for a given

frequency either by increasing the probe area or the number of windings. Both will

result in bigger probes and will conflict with the goal of localized measurements

12



2.2 Electric and magnetic fluctuation diagnostics

and small plasma perturbation. Another possibility to increase the sensitivity is

to increase the inductance L of the coil, e.g. by increasing the number of windings

or introduction of a magnetic core. The response of the probe is then limited to

frequencies up to f = R/L, with R being the resistance at the coil ends? .

Inductive probes can also be operated in resonance if the coil with inductance

L is connected parallel to a capacitance C. This results in a LC-resonant circuit

with very high sensitivity around the resonance frequency f = 2π/
√

LC. An abso-

lute calibration of the probe has to be done very carefully. Already small changes

in the capacitance, e.g. by cable lengths or capacitance of the measurement in-

strumentation, shift the resonance frequency. It is thus advisable to calibrate the

probe with the same experimental setup as it is used for measurements.

Ḃ-probe design

Figure 2.5: (a) Construction of Ḃ-probes: Copper wire is wound on a teflon
body (left). The winding package is protected by a boron nitride body and
a copper heat shield. (b) Complete insulated probe combined with a triple
Langmuir probe. (c) The probe under operation in a helicon plasma.

When exposed to high density helicon plasmas Ḃ-probes suffer from a limited

life-time due to excessive heat load. This results from particle sputtering from the

probe body but also short-circuiting of windings if the insulation of the winding

wire melts. To avoid too high heat load one could pulse the plasma and keep

the duty cycle low. This is often unpracticable as for most measurements a long

integration time is needed for an adequate signal-to-noise ratio. Another possi-

bility would be to cool the probes, which is technically difficult to achieve for

movable probes. Thus, the probes used in the this work were built with special

attention to robustness against excessive heat load. The probe is made of 1000
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2 Experimental techniques and signal processing

windings of 0.05mm2 copper wire wound on a teflon spindle of 12mm diameter

(see Fig. 2.5(a)). The winding package is shielded against heat load by a copper

plate, which acts, eventually in combination with heat pipes, as a heat sink. Fi-

nally, the probe and the wiring are contained in a ceramics casing to shield the

probe completely from the plasma. The resultant probe dimension is 2cm in di-

ameter and 1.2cm in height. The inductance was verified with a LCR-meter and

is L = 13mH. For measurements at frequencies below f < 50kHz larger probes

with an inductance L = 88mH are used. The final Ḃ-probe in combination with

a triple Langmuir probe is seen in Fig. 2.5(b) and during operation in the high

density helicon plasma in Fig.2.5(c). In the photograph the disturbance of the

plasma by the probe (shaded area aside the probe) and also damage of the probe

by the plasma (red spot below the probe body) are seen.
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Figure 2.6: (a) Amplitude response to magnetic field fluctuations versus
frequency as recorded in a Helmholtz magnetic test field. (b) Phase response
versus frequency.

Magnetic probes are absolutely calibrated in a Helmholtz coil configuration.

The coils are each made of 4 turns with 35mm diameter and are separated from

each other by 35mm. In this configuration an nearly homogenous magnetic field

BH is found between the coils given by

BH =
8√
125

µ0nI
R0

, (2.7)
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2.2 Electric and magnetic fluctuation diagnostics

where n is the number of coil turns, I the current in the coils and R0 the distance

between the coils. A sinusoidal current with frequencies ranging from 10−400kHz
is applied to the coils and monitored as the voltage drop over a 50Ω resistor to-

gether with the induced Ḃ-probe voltage on an oscilloscope. The probe sensitivity

is given by the ratio of magnetic field strength to the probe voltage. The sen-

sitivity of two different probes is plotted versus frequency on a semi-logarithmic

scale in Fig. 2.6(a) and the phase response in Fig. 2.6(b). These plots exhibit

for both probes resonances, which are visible as strong peaks in the sensitivity

at characteristic frequencies coinciding with phase jumps. Further, the resonance

frequency is lower for the probe with higher winding number. These resonances

are caused by the high inductance of the coils, which form in combination with the

capacitance of the measurement instrumentation C ∼ 20nF a resonance circuit. A

linear increase of the sensitivity with increasing frequency as it is expected from

Eq. 2.6 was found for probes with less inductance, which were used for preliminary

studies.
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Figure 2.7: (a)-(c) Propagation measurements with magnetic Ḃ-probe
(blue) and electric double probes (light blue). The exciter (red) is included in
the plots as a phase reference. Waves are generated near the plasma source
and detected at different probe positions. Multi-point measurements yield
the axial evolution of amplitude (d) and phase (e), from which the damping
length and phase velocity of the wave is derived.

Fig. 2.7(a)-(c) shows measurements with the combined electric and magnetic

fluctuation probe for a propagating wave with f = 20kHz at three different axial

positions. An increasing phase shift is visible in the magnetic component with

increasing distance. The electric component also exhibits an oscillation, but with-
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2 Experimental techniques and signal processing

out any measurable phase shift. From the magnetic field fluctuations the phase

shift and fluctuation amplitude are determined by use of cross spectral density es-

timation (see Sect. 2.4). The amplitude and phase information are taken from the

spectra at the exciter frequency. Results are shown in Fig. 2.7(d) and (e) for 11

different axial positions. The amplitude for both electric and magnetic component

is well described by an exponential decrease, which yields a characteristic damp-

ing length of δl = 0.75m and 1m, respectively. The axial evolution of the phase

shift yields the phase velocity. Here, for the magnetic component a linear increase

is found, corresponding to a constant phase velocity of vphase = 1.6 ·105 m/s. For

the electric field component the axial evolution of the phase is complicated and a

constant phase velocity can here not be identified.

2.3 Laser induced fluorescence (LIF)

So far a number of diagnostics were introduced that are used to study standard

plasma parameters and fluctuations. Although it is sometimes possible to conclude

from fluctuating quantities on plasma dynamical processes it is often desirable

to directly observe the particle kinetics. As it was outlined in Sec. 2.1.1 the

electron energy distribution function can be measured with Langmuir probes. The

ion energy distribution function (IEDF) in principle enters the Langmuir probe

characteristic as well, but the determination of the IEDF is almost impossible

because the electron current is dominating. However, special probes can be used,

which measure the ion current only (retarding field analyzer)? or the first moment

of the IVDF (Mach probes)? . The advantage of these probes is that they provide

high spatial and temporal resolution. However, the drawbacks are that these

probes are often large in size and disturb the plasma plus they tend to fail in

presence of magnetic fields and suffer from limited energy resolution? .

A different approach to the measurement of the ion kinetics is to analyze light

emitted by ions as it is done in passive spectroscopy21. Here, the IEDF is averaged

along the spectrometer’s line of sight and the energy resolution is limited by the

finesse of the optical setup. A reasonable spatial resolution is achieved only by

tomographic analysis of multiple lines of sight. The big advantage of passive

spectroscopy is that measurements can be made remotely and are non-intrusive.

The respective drawbacks of both techniques, intrusive probes and line averaged

passive spectroscopy, do not emerge in active spectroscopy. The general concept

is to measure the enhanced radiation, which is emitted from the plasma due to

an active process. The energy resolution is limited by the (energetic) bandwidth
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2.3 Laser induced fluorescence (LIF)

of the active part of the diagnostic. As a direct interaction with the plasma

is needed in this technique, its appliance is mainly restricted to laboratory and

fusion plasmas, i.e. no remote measurements can be made. In fusion devices

charge-exchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS) is widely used15, in which

mono-energetic neutral beams are injected into the plasma to probe (fully ionized)

ions in the plasma core. Light emission caused by recombination yields detailed

information about the ion dynamics. In low temperature plasmas a common active

spectroscopic technique is laser induced fluorescence22. Here, an excited state of

ions (or neutral atoms) is populated by incident monochromatic light and the

characteristic light emission from that level is observed.

2.3.1 LIF principle

The concept of laser induced fluorescence (LIF) was introduced 30 years ago23,24

and has emerged to a standard tool in plasma physics for measurements of particle

densities25, drifts26,27 and temperatures28,29. In LIF ions (or atoms) are excited

from a ground or metastable state by resonant laser light absorption to a higher

state. Ground states are generally stronger populated than metastable states,

but the excitation requires lasers with wavelengths typically in the VUV range,

whereas lasers in the visible range are used for excitation from a metastable state.

The excited ions decay to a third, energetic lower state and the emitted fluorescent

light is observed. It can be analyzed spectroscopically or a tunable laser can be

used to scan the transmission line. Thereby, only those ions are excited whose

velocity lead to a Doppler shift to match the condition for resonant absorption

fab = flaser(1 + vion/c). The outcome of both methods is the Doppler broadened

line profile, i.e. the ion velocity distribution function (IVDF), from which the ion

temperature (in case of thermalized ions) the ion drift and the metastable or ion

density can be calculated30.

A schematic experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 2.8 (a). Laser light is

guided to the plasma and the fluorescent light is observed with an appropriate

detector, e.g. a photo multiplier tube (PMT) or photodiode. A narrow bandpass

optical filter (bandwidth 2nm) ensures that only light from the desired fluorescent

wavelength is collected. However, the laser induced fluorescence light emissions

must be discriminated from the spontaneous emission. The latter is collected from

the entire plasma (along the line of sight), while laser induced fluorescent light is

collected from a small volume of crossing sight lines only. Thus, spontaneous

emissions are likely to exceed the LIF light emission and elaborate signal recovery

is needed. Therefore, the laser light is chopped and spectral analysis or advanced
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Figure 2.8: (a) Schematic setup of a LIF system. Laser light is chopped to
discriminate laser induced fluorescence from spontaneous emissions, is guided
to the plasma, and the resulting fluorescent light is observed. (b) Schematic
ion velocity distribution function with derived quantities.

Lock-In amplifiers are used for the discrimination between spontaneous emissions

and induced fluorescence (see Sect. 2.4).

Fig. 2.8(b) summarizes the dynamical quantities the LIF method is able to

measure. By tuning the laser wavelength over a suitable range the entire ve-

locity distribution is gathered and yields information about the mean ion drift,

ion temperature, and deviations from Maxwellian distributions. LIF has been

used extensively to characterize discharges by measurement of ion temperatures

and drifts29? ? ? . Progress in the development of lasers now allows precise time-

resolved measurements of perturbed distribution functions33. The requirements

- tunability and narrow bandwidth - are met by dye and diode lasers23? . Due

to their advantages (small size, easy to handle, high day-to-day stability) diode

lasers become increasingly popular to measure the IVDF in plasmas? .

To investigate dynamical plasma phenomena with LIF various methods have

been developed to measure also perturbations of the IVDF31,32. The perturbation

appears as a deviation of the distribution function from a Maxwellian and can

be of static or transient nature. A standard way to measure the perturbative

part of the IVDF alone is to discriminate the PMT signal with a reference signal

taken from the plasma perturbation33. This method can only be applied if the

plasma equilibrium does not vary coherently with the perturbation signal. In

other methods the full IVDF is recorded with a high temporal resolution and

perturbations of the IVDF’s are obtained by phase-locked averaging of the LIF

signal34.
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2.3 Laser induced fluorescence (LIF)

2.3.2 The diode laser and the optical system

The laser system used for LIF measurements presented here consists of an am-

plified diode laser system with a center wavelength of λ = 668nm manufactured

by Tui Optics (nowadays Toptica AG). A photograph of the laser setup (size

20× 30cm) is shown in Fig 2.9. The first diode, the so called seeding source,

is mounted in a Littrow setup? , in which the collimated laser beam is directed

to a grating and the first diffraction order is coupled back into the laser diode.

This external-cavity setup forms an enhanced resonator, which has several bene-

fits: The linewidth of free running laser diode is reduced from several 100MHz to

below 1MHz and wavelength mode jumps are eliminated. Additionally, the laser

wavelength can be tuned by tilting the grating as the wavelength of the diode is

then determined by the diffraction angle λ = 2d sin(α). A piezo actuator is con-

nected to the grating and the laser wavelength can be tuned in a frequency range

of ∆ f = 10− 20GHz with sweep rates of up to 1kHz. The tuning range can be

freely shifted within a 3nm interval around the center wavelength by tuning either

the diode current, the diode temperature or coarsely the angle of the grating.

To gain higher radiation power the laser light is guided to a second amplifier

laser diode, a broad area laser diode (BAL)35. This diode is a poor resonator

and hence emits broad band radiation. When seeding the BAL all internal modes

are cross-coupled with the small bandwidth incident mode. In case of an optimal

adjustment the BAL is radiating on the desired wavelength only and an output

power of up to PLaser = 60mW is achieved. Both laser diodes are actively cooled

and can be operated continuously. Once the entire system is set up correctly, the

laser is easy to operate and provides high day-to-day stability.

Around the wavelength of 668nm a variety of LIF transitions for different ions

and neutrals exist, namely ArI, ArII, HeI and NeI. The measurements presented

here are made on single charged Argon ions (ArII). The relevant transitions are

shown in the Grotrian diagram in Fig. 2.10. The incident laser light pumps the

ions from the 3d 4F7/2 to the 4p 4D5/2 state at 668.61nm and the fluorescent light

is observed at 442.72nm from the 4p 4D5/2 to 4s 4P3/2 transition. The oscillator

strength of this excitation transition is low compared to the widely used ArII LIF

transition scheme at 611nm? , which is up to now inaccessible for diode lasers.

For calibration purposes measurements are also made for NeI from the 1s2(3) to

the 2p4(5) state (668.01nm) in a glow discharge and the fluorescent transition to

the 1s5(5) state (594.65nm) is observed. This transition exhibits a much stronger

oscillator strength and the LIF signal is clearly visible with the bare eye.
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Figure 2.9: Photograph of the diode laser: ¬ tunable master laser,  optical
diode, ® mirrors, ¯ cylindrical lens ° amplifier diode ± exit mirror.

For high accuracy the laser wavelength is monitored by a wavemeter with a

precision of 0.1pm. Since the time resolution of the wavemeter is rather slow

(∆t = 0.5s) a Fabry-Perot interferometer is used to quantify the relative change of

the laser wavelength if the laser is continuously scanned. Depending on the mea-

surement setup different light choppers were used. An opto-mechanical chopper

with a rotating blade grants full radiation power, but is limited to frequencies of

fc ≤ 10kHz. If higher frequencies are desired an acousto-optical modulator (AOM)

is used36. Here, laser light is chopped at much higher frequencies fc < 1MHz, but

with a loss of laser power of typically 10%. The laser is guided either via standard

optics or with a 50 µm multi-mode fiber to a view port at the vacuum vessel.

To increase spatial resolution, the laser beam is focused to a spot with radius

r ' 1mm. In orthogonal direction to the laser beam the fluorescent light is col-

lected and focused by a lens on the aperture of a liquid light guide, a special optical

fiber with large diameter and a transmission factor of 80%. The fluorescent light

passes a 2nm bandwidth interference filter and is then focused on a PMT. The

output of the PMT is converted from current to voltage and is amplified. Since all

components in the LIF system provide a high bandwidth, it is the amplifier that

finally limits the temporal resolution to 0.5MHz, which turned out to be sufficient

for all measurements.

The discrimination between LIF and spontaneous emissions is done in two dif-

ferent ways. The challenge is to recover the LIF signal from overwhelming photon
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Figure 2.10: LIF transition scheme for single ionized Argon used for the
present LIF measurements.

noise background resulting from spontaneous emissions. Firstly, a Lock-in am-

plifier is used for detection (see Sect. 2.4.2). The dynamical range of the analog

to digital converter is 18 bit (corresponding to 100dB) and the time resolution is

down to 1 µs. This technique yields directly the amplitude of the LIF signal and

is routinely used for (time averaged) ion temperature measurements. Secondly, a

digitizer board is used to sample the PMT signal output. Nowadays boards with

16 bit dynamical range and a time resolution of 2ms are available. The disad-

vantage of the latter method is that a huge amount of data has to be stored on

computers and time consuming off-line spectral analysis has to be made to extract

the LIF signal.

2.3.3 Line broadening and splitting mechanisms

For the discussion of the recorded spectral line profile several possible line broad-

ening and line splitting mechanisms must be taken into account to avoid misin-

terpretation. These mechanisms are namely: natural line broadening, Stark and

Zeeman broadening and splitting, saturation and Doppler broadening. The nat-

ural broadening of spectral lines, which is related to transitions between bound

states, is due to the uncertainty principle and the resulting line shape is described

by a Lorentzian profile. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) for ArII ions

is calculated to be 100MHz21, which is much less than the measured profile width

and is therefor neglected. Three pressure broadening mechanisms exist, i.e. colli-

sions with neutrals (Van der Waals broadening), resonance broadening and Stark

broadening21. These mechanisms become important in highly ionized, high den-

sity plasmas only and Stark broadening is found to be the most important one.
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However, under the present plasma conditions Stark broadening is orders of mag-

nitude smaller than the natural broadening and hence does not contribute to

line broadening here. Saturation broadening occurs at high laser power when

the metastable state is already completely depopulated and laser power from the

(spectral) tail regions of the laser beam contribute to ion pumping37. For the

present setup and plasma parameters this effect can also be neglected. The two

remaining effects, Doppler broadening and Zeeman splitting, dominate the line

broadening and are typically in the rage of several GHz.

Doppler broadening

Doppler broadening results from the fact that the frequency of light, emitted

from moving ions, is seen Doppler-shifted by an observer and the frequency shift

with respect to the natural line frequency f is proportional to the ion velocity

∆ f = f v/c. Thus, the line profile represents the ion velocity distribution function

(IVDF). The Doppler effect holds also for incident light. An ion moving with a

certain velocity is only excited by laser light, if the laser radiates on the frequency

Doppler-shifted to its natural line. Tuning narrow bandwidth laser light over the

entire Doppler profile yields the IVDF observed in the fluorescent light intensity.

In the special case of thermalized particles (Maxwell velocity distribution function)

the line profile is a Gaussian

ID(ω) = exp

[
−
(

∆ω

δD

)2
]

, (2.8)

where ∆ω = ω −ω0 is the frequency shift with respect to the natural line. The

width of the profile is given by the Doppler parameter

δD =
(

2kBT
mc2

)1/2

ω0. (2.9)

with T being the particle temperature. Thus, three parameters are directly ob-

tained by measuring (Maxwell distributed) Doppler profiles with LIF (cf. Fig. 2.8):

The ion temperature is the width of the distribution function, the mean ion drift

is the center, and the metastable density is the integral of the Doppler profile.

Typical measurements of Maxwellian IVDFs in VINETA are shown in Fig. 2.12.
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Zeeman line splitting

Magnetic fields couple with the momentum of atoms or ions and cause a splitting

of spectral lines38. The energy difference of the two levels of transition is given by

∆E =
eh

4πme
B0∆(g1,2M1,2), (2.10)

where g1,2 are the Landé factors and M1,2 the magnetic quantum numbers of the

upper and lower level. The Landé factor is different for each level and ∆M1,2 can

have values 0 or ±1 according to the selection rules. Transitions with ∆M1,2 = 0
are called π components and those with ∆M1,2 =±1 are σ components. A bunch

of lines with different intensities have to be taken into account, which lead in

superposition to an effective Zeeman broadening.

However, the broadening for the present plasma parameters is significantly

smaller than Doppler broadening and only line splitting shall be taken into ac-

count. Therefore, the normal Zeeman effect (g1,2 = 1 for singlet transitions) is

applied to the measured data. For measurements parallel to the magnetic field

only the σ components are observed (longitudinal Zeeman effect), whereas for mea-

surements perpendicular to the magnetic field σ and π components are equally

weighted21. The σ components are shifted to higher and lower frequencies, re-

spectively, and consequently the distribution function is a superposition of three

Maxwellians.
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Figure 2.11: Measurements of Zeeman line splitting: (a) Perpendicular
to the magnetic field in a high density helicon plasma. (b) Parallel to the
magnetic field in a cold, low density capacitive plasma.
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Fig 2.11 shows measurements of distribution functions perpendicular (a) and

parallel (b) to the ambient magnetic field in the VINETA device. Note that the

abscissa is not altered to velocities here, but the frequency shift ∆ f caused by Zee-

man splitting is directly shown. It is seen that the frequency broadening is typically

in the range of 1−4GHz. In Fig 2.11(a) the σ and π components were separately

excited by linearly polarizing the laser beam parallel and perpendicular to the am-

bient magnetic field, respectively. Fits are made where the magnetic field, thus the

frequency shift, was kept fixed. A good agreement is found between the measured

data and modeled functions including the Zeeman components. Fig 2.11(b) shows

the line spitting of the two σ components. The splitting is clearly visible, since

the measurements were made in a cold capacitive plasma with a seemingly low

ion temperature of Ti = 0.1eV at maximum magnetic fields of B0 = 100mT, which

results in two humps well separated by a frequency shift of ∆ f ∼ 1GHz each.

2.3.4 Time averaged ion temperatures and drifts

Once all broadening mechanisms are taken into account the ion temperature can

be measured with high precision via LIF. Two exemplary measurements of IVDFs
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Figure 2.12: Ion temperature measurements in capacitive and helicon mode.
The temperature is found to vary between 0.1−0.5eV depending on magnetic
field strength, neutral gas pressure and plasma density.

perpendicular to the magnetic field are shown in Fig. 2.12 for two different dis-

charge modes, capacitively coupled and helicon wave sustained, respectively. The

measured IVDFs are plotted versus velocity and are fitted to Gaussians (including

Zemann splitting). It is found that the temperatures in both discharge modes

remain constant at Ti,⊥ = 0.3eV, which is a typical value for VINETA and is
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consistent with other linear helicon experiments? . The line intensity is by a

factor of three higher in the helicon mode, which indicates a significantly higher

metastable density. However, an absolute ion densities can not be drawn from this

result as it would require a collision-radiative model? . In the VINETA device a

discharge characterization with special emphasis on the ion temperature evolution

was made? . In other helicon experiments LIF diagnostics were used to investigate

the mechanisms that are responsible for ion heating? ? .

Besides ion temperature measurements LIF is capable to characterize local

plasma drifts27,39. A straightforward approach to demonstrate ion drifts is to

perform LIF measurements in a plasma flowing in response to an electric field.

This was done in VINETA, and spatially resolved measurements of IVDFs paral-

lel to the magnetic field were done in front of a conducting plasma limiter, where

a sheath is developed and plasma is accelerated in the sheath’s electric field to-

wards the limiter40. The IVDFs for different distances to the limiter are shown

in Fig. 2.13. For a distance of z > 50mm no ion drift is observed. The drift is

increasing in the pre-sheath (z > 50mm), where ions are accelerated. At z = 10mm
ions have reached a velocity of v = 0.5cs, where cs is the ion sound speed. The

temperature remains constant at Ti,‖ = 0.2eV. This finding is consistent with ac-

cepted models for plasma sheaths and for the acceleration of ions in the pre-sheath

in order to satisfy the Bohm criterion40.
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Figure 2.13: Measurement of IVDFs (dots) and Gaussian fits (solid lines)
parallel to the magnetic field in front of a plasma limiter.
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2 Experimental techniques and signal processing

2.4 Digital signal processing

Signals obtained both from probe measurements and LIF often need careful data

analysis to recover the desired information from a (sometimes overwhelming) noise

background. The problem of noise in both measurements is very similar and so are

the techniques applied to the data: Given two signals, one containing the measured

data and a periodic reference signal (chopper or exciter), one is interested in the

amplitude and phase between both signals at an a priori known frequency, i.e. the

frequency of the reference signal.

2.4.1 Spectral analysis

An important quantity of fluctuating signals is the power distribution for different

frequencies. An established method is the concept of power spectral density (PSD)

estimation, which yields the power distribution of a signal over frequency. The

PSD of a signal x(t) is defined as the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation

function rxx(τ)41

Pxx(ω) =
∫

∞

−∞

rxx(τ)e−iωτdτ = Fx(ω)F∗
x (ω). (2.11)

Here, Pxx is the PSD, ω is the angular frequency, Fx(ω) is the signal’s Fourier

transform of the time series, and F∗
x (ω) its complex-conjugate. This method is

used for time averaged LIF measurements. A PSD is calculated from the PMT

output signal, which yields the LIF amplitude as the spectral intensity at the

chopper frequency. In case of non-stationary LIF signals a time resolution might

be introduced by use of the short time Fourier transform (STFT)41, which reduces

strongly the statistical significance. In the measurements presented here, the signal

is averaged phase-locked to the periodically perturbed LIF signal, which yields a

much better signal-to-noise ratio. Still a compromise has to be made between

time resolution and signal quality. Phase-resolved measurements are explained in

detail in Sect. 4.3.1.

Similar to the PSD the cross spectral density (CSD) of two signals x(t) and y(t)
is defined as

Pxy(ω) = Fx(ω)F∗
y (ω), (2.12)

where F(ω) and F∗(ω) are the Fourier transforms and their complex-conjugate

of x(t) and y(t), respectively. The CSD is a complex quantity, from which the

amplitude A(ω) and phase spectrum Θ(ω) can be calculated as
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2.4 Digital signal processing

A(ω) = |Pxy(ω)|, Θ(ω) = arctan
ImPxy(ω)
RePxy(ω)

. (2.13)

The CSD is used for propagation measurements, in which a wave is excited at

a certain frequency and wave propagation is detected with electric and magnetic

probes. The CSD is computed for the exciter and probe signal and the phase is

taken from the phase spectrum at the frequency of the exciter. From the phase

difference between exciter and probe signal the transit time of the wave and thus

the wave’s phase velocity is obtained. The amplitude provides information about

spatial damping of the wave.

2.4.2 Lock-In technique

With Lock-In techniques it is possible to recover signals from an overwhelming

noise background42. If the frequency of the signal that has to be recovered is

known the amplitude and the phase shift with respect to a reference signal can

be detected with high precision. The principle is based on a multiplication of the

periodic reference and the measured signal

U = Acos(ωt +φ) · cos(ωt). (2.14)

Applying the cosine sum rule Eq. (2.14) can be rewritten to

U =
1
2

A
(

cos(2ωt +φ)+ cos(−φ)
)

. (2.15)

The argument of the cosine in the second term contains the phase only. The

remaining fluctuating component in the first term cos(2ωt + φ) is suppressed by

low pass filtering. The signal U is then proportional to the amplitude and the

phase of the measured signal. For simplicity, the measured data is here assumed

to contain no noise. However, it is easily seen that noise is suppressed due to the

filtering of the first term of Eq. (2.15) and contributions from the second term are

of second order due to the vanishing difference of the frequencies. This scheme is

used in Lock-In amplifiers, in which two multiplications, one with the reference

signal itself, one with the reference signal shifted by π/2, are made. The resulting

output is then

X = Asin(φ), Y = Acos(φ), (2.16)

from which the two quantities, amplitude of the measured signal and the phase

shift with respect to the reference signal, are obtained as
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2 Experimental techniques and signal processing

A = (X2 +Y 2)1/2
φ = arctan(

Y
X

). (2.17)

In the present work the Lock-In amplifier method has been routinely used to detect

the usually small LIF signals with the chopper drive as the reference. Here, only

the amplitude information is of interest, since the phase between chopped laser

and induced fluorescence is fixed.
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3 Wave dynamics

Alfvén waves are known to play a major role in the dynamics of magnetized

plasmas. Two principal modes exist with propagation parallel (shear wave) and

perpendicular (magneto-sonic wave) to the magnetic field. The waves were first

predicted in 1942 by Hannes Alfvén43 (Nobel prize in Physics 1970). The existence

in plasmas was verified experimentally in 195244. Motivated by their importance

in plasma heating, transport of magnetic energy, and in interpreting perturbations

of the magnetic field topology, Alfvén waves have been subject of intense research

in laboratory45,46,47,48, fusion49, and astrophysical plasmas12,50.

In the following sections the basic properties of shear Alfvén waves, their re-

spective dispersion behavior, and excitation schemes are outlined. In Sect. 3.4

dispersion measurements of Alfvén waves, which are actively excited by small

magnetic field perturbations, are presented. Sect. 3.5 deals with the measure-

ments of low frequency non-linear Alfvénic waves with large electric and magnetic

fluctuation components. For both cases measurements of the ion dynamics on

the Alfvén timescale were done by means of LIF and the results are discussed in

Sect. 3.6.

3.1 Alfvén waves

Alfvén waves are in general low frequency electromagnetic waves propagating in

a magnetized conductor. Two different principal modes of Alfvén waves can be

distinguished: The compressional Alfvén wave (also referred to as the magneto-

acoustic or magneto-sonic wave) and the shear Alfvén or simply Alfvén wave. A

derivation from the standard plasma descriptions is found in text books on plasma

dynamics51,52 and shall not be presented in full length here.

3.1.1 Shear Alfvén waves

A rather comprehensive and intuitive picture of shear Alfvén waves arises following

the original article by H. Alfvén53. Consider a cold, collisionless and incompress-
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3 Wave dynamics

ible (ideal) plasma embedded in a homogeneous magnetic field B0, pointing in

z-direction. Any non-field aligned current J in the plasma gives rise to a force act-

ing on the plasma. According to magnetohydrodynamics the equation of motion

is

ρ
dv
dt

= J×B0 (3.1)

with v being the fluid velocity and ρ the plasma mass density. We focus on

plasma motion perpendicular (in x-direction) to the magnetic field, i.e. the case

of shear Alfvén waves and assume perturbations of the magnetic field as B(t,x) =
B0+B1(t,x). Ampères law ∇×B = µ0J, Faraday’s induction law ∇×E = −∂B/∂ t,
and Ohms law ηJ = E + v×B combined then yield together with Eq. (3.1) the

wave equation
d2B1

dz2 =
ρµ0

B2
0

d2B1

dt2 . (3.2)

The solution of the wave equation satisfies the linear shear Alfvén dispersion

ω = vA k, (3.3)

with a phase velocity vA of the wave pointing in z-direction. This is the so-called

Alfvén velocity, which reads

vA =
B2

0√
µ0ρ

. (3.4)

It depends on the magnetic field strength and plasma density only.

The physical picture of shear Alfvén waves and the corresponding plasma re-

sponse is as follows: The wave’s magnetic component oscillates perpendicular to

the ambient magnetic field, thus moving the magnetic field lines. The temporal

variation of the magnetic field leads to an electric field pointing in direction per-

pendicular to both the ambient magnetic field and the oscillating waves magnetic

field vector. The wave’s electric field gives rise to a E1×B0 drift, which is oriented

opposite to B1. Since the frequency of the Alfvén wave is restricted to be smaller

than the ion cyclotron frequency both ions and electrons are affected by the elec-

tric field. The fluid thus oscillates in the same direction as the magnetic field and

the velocity of both fluid and magnetic field is |E1/B0|. Hence, the magnetic field

lines act like stings under tension with the plasma being the strings’ mass density.

This simple MHD picture allows for a thorough discussion of many phenomena

but is, however, valid in the low frequency limit only. If the waves frequency

approaches the ion cyclotron frequency, ions effectively dissipate energy from the

wave. The dispersion relation for shear Alfvén waves including ion effects is ob-
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Figure 3.1: Dispersion relations of shear Alfvén waves for the low-frequency
limit given by Eq. (3.3) (black solid line) and for Eq. (3.5) (blue line).

tained by the standard approach for plasma waves51 in the limit of propagation

below the ion cyclotron frequency and parallel to the ambient magnetic field

k
ω

= vA

√
1− ω

ωci
, (3.5)

with ωci being the ion cyclotron frequency. The dispersion is plotted in Fig. 3.1,

in which the wave vector and frequency are normalized to the wave vector of

the linear dispersion Eq. (3.3) and the ion cyclotron frequency, respectively. The

shear Alfvén wave propagates for frequencies below the ion cyclotron frequency

ωci, where the waves have a resonance. With increasing frequency the wavelength

is decreasing. In the low-frequency limit the dispersion is well described by the

linear dispersion relation Eq. (3.3).

3.1.2 Kinetic Alfvén waves

If the perpendicular wavelength of the Alfvén wave becomes comparable to the

ion gyroradius, kinetic effects have to be taken into account. The dispersion

relation of the shear Alfvén wave is then obtained by using a combined fluid-kinetic

approach with fluid-like electrons and kinetic ions54. If the electron temperature

is high enough, such that the electron thermal velocity exceeds the Alfvén velocity,

electrons immediately respond on the waves electric field and electron inertia can

be neglected. This condition can also be expressed in terms of the plasma beta

β = 2µ0 p/B2, i.e. the ratio of the kinetic plasma pressure to magnetic pressure55.
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3 Wave dynamics

If β > me/mi, which is equivalent to vth,e > vA, the electrons can be treated as

a mass-less fluid with temperature Te and the ions behave like kinetic particles.

The dispersion of this kinetic Alfvén wave is modified because the perpendicular

wavelength is short enough to be comparable with the thermal ion Larmor radius54

ω
2 = k2

‖ v2
A
(
1 + k2

⊥ρ
2
s
)
, (3.6)

where ρs = cs/ωci is the so-called ion sound gyroradius. The phase velocity of the

waves is increased by the factor
(
1 + k2

⊥ρ2
s
)
, which can lead to a significantly higher

phase velocity when compared to the linear dispersion relation Eq. (3.3). Kinetic

Alfvén waves have a non-zero parallel current, which is carried by the electrons

and can result in large amplitude waves. Furthermore, kinetic Alfvén waves are of

particular importance since the field aligned current transports energy along the

magnetic field.

In the opposite case of β < me/mi the Alfvén dispersion is modified, if the

perpendicular wavelength is comparable to the collisionless skin depth δe = c/ωpe,

with ωpe being the electron plasma frequency. The dispersion then reads

ω
2 =

k2
‖ v2

A

1 + k2
⊥δ

2
e
. (3.7)

The dispersion relation still contains the thermal effects of the ions, but addi-

tionally takes into account the inertia of the electron background. This increases

effectively the mass, which enters the Alfvén speed and slows the wave down. Such

waves are called inertial Alfvén waves.

3.1.3 Effect of collisions and boundaries

The shear Alfvén wave dispersion is also modified if ion-neutral collisions are

considered. Including the Hall term in Ohm’s law leads to a coupling between

the magneto-acoustic and the shear Alfvén wave54. A theory that includes the

effect of collisions and describes the dispersion in a partially ionized cylindrical

plasma was published in 1962 by Woods56. Here, a frequency dependent factor S
is introduced, which describes the mass loading of ions with density ni by neutrals

with density nn

S = 1+
nn/ni

1− iω/νni
. (3.8)

Ions and neutrals are coupled via collisions and the collision frequency νni =
niσnivth,i enters the wave’s dispersion directly. Based on the factor S, an effective
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Figure 3.2: Theoretical dispersion relation of a shear Alfvén wave including
ion neutral collisions and cylindrical geometry. The collision frequency is
νni = 1/10ωci.

ion mass can be defined as m∗
i = miS. For a homogeneous plasma in cylindri-

cal geometry, separated from the conducting walls by a thin insulating layer, the

axis-symmetric wave’s magnetic components are Bessel functions57. The resulting

modified dispersion reads

[(
c∗2

A − ic2
η

)2−Ω∗2
i c∗4

A

]
k4

+
[(

c∗2
A − ic2

η

)(
c∗2

A x2
ν −2

(
ω2 + ic2

ηx2
ν

))
−Ω∗2

i c∗4
A x2

ν

]
k2

+
(
ω2 + ic2

ηx2
ν

)((
ω2 + ic2

ηx2
ν

)
− c∗2

A x2
ν

)
= 0.

(3.9)

Here, xν = aνr with aν being the ν-th root of the Bessel function and r being the

plasma radius. The other symbols are defined as follows:

c∗A = B0
√

(ν0m∗
i ni) modified Alfvén velocity

cη =
√

ωη0/ν0 velocity of magnetic diffusion

Ωi = ω/ω∗
ci modified wave frequency

ω∗
ci = eB/m∗

i modified ion cyclotron frequency

The solutions of the bi-quadratic equation in k represent two modes, the shear

mode and the compressional mode. Fig. 3.2 shows the real part of the shear

mode with a ratio of neutral to ion density of ni/nn = 0,10,20, respectively. The

ion-neutral collision frequency νni was chosen as ωci/νni ∼ 10. For fully ionized

plasmas mode-conversion from the shear to the compressional mode occurs at the
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ion cyclotron frequency? . Collisions between ion and neutrals shift these point of

mode-conversion to lower frequencies and damp the ion cyclotron resonance57.

3.2 Nonlinear three-wave coupling

Alfvén waves can be actively excited in various ways in laboratory plasmas47,58.

In space plasmas, however, Alfvén waves are usually generated by different mech-

anisms, namely MHD plasma instabilities and plasma motions1. However, it is

still under scientific debate how small-wavelength kinetic Alfvén waves are gener-

ated13. A possible mechanism is based on the concept of nonlinear interactions

of waves59. This concept is well established in the literature as three-wave cou-

pling60. Wave-wave interactions can be understood by considering the waves as

particles and describing the interaction as a collisional process. Formulating the

conservation laws of energy and momentum for two waves with phase velocities

v1 = ω1/k1 and v2 = ω2/k2 yields the selection rules for wave-wave interaction:

ω = ω1±ω2,

k = k1±k2.

(3.10)

If these conditions are fulfilled a third (daughter) wave with v = ω/k can be excited.

This process introduces a possibility to transfer wave energy from large scales

towards small scales.
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3.3 The VINETA device

3.3 The VINETA device

The experiments were done in the linear magnetized plasma device VINETA61.

The acronym VINETA stands for Versatile Instrument for studies on Nonlinearity,

Electromagnetism, Turbulence and Application. A photograph of the VINETA

device is shown in Fig. 3.3. Much attention was paid during construction of

the device to keep the design very flexible and provide excellent diagnostic access.

Flexibility is achieved by separating the 4.5m long stainless steel vacuum chamber

into four identical modules. Each module is 40cm in diameter and 1.1m long.

Diagnostic access is provided by thirteen CF-40, two CF-60, and two rectangular

90mm×250mm ports in each module. The vacuum chamber is immersed in a set of

36 water cooled magnetic field coils. The coil currents are controlled independently

for each segment by five 25kW DC power supplies. The maximum magnetic field

strength is B0 = 100mT. At one end of the device a pumping system is installed

with a turbo pump in combination with a rotary pump, providing a base vacuum

pressure of typically pvac = 1 ·10−4 Pa.

Figure 3.3: Picture of the VINETA device. Seen are the magnetic field coils
(red), the four modules, and the helicon plasma source extension (right hand
side). The inset show blue filtered pictures of the plasma seen from the side
(lower left) and in the antenna region (upper right).

Plasmas are generated either by electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH)

or by a helicon sustained discharge. For ECRH plasmas a R-wave heating scheme
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is applied62: Microwaves with a frequency of fECRH = 2.45GHz are radiated axially

into a region of an axial magnetic field gradient to meet the R-waves resonance

condition at B = 87.5mT. On the opposite end of the device the radio frequency

(rf) helicon source is located. In the course of the present thesis measurements

were made in helicon plasmas only. The helicon plasma source consists of a m = 1
helical antenna placed around a glass tube extension. The antenna is driven with

a rf-frequency of typically fr f = 13.56MHz and a rf power of Pr f ≤ 6kW in pulsed

mode and Pr f ≤ 2kW in cw mode. Depending on the operation parameters (rf

power, neutral gas pressure, and magnetic field) three different plasma modes

can be distinguished by the shape and magnitude of the plasma density profile63:

capacitive, inductive and the helicon wave sustained mode. The VINETA device is

equipped with a set of standard diagnostics. This includes a residual gas analyzer,

a microwave interferometer, and probe arrays. Furthermore, computer controlled

motor driven probe positioning systems allow for high spatially resolved scans in

the poloidal (x− y) and axial (r− z) plane.

Plasma densities are in the range of n = 1016 m−3 in capacitive mode to

n = 1019 m−3 in helicon mode. Due to the open field line geometry the elec-

tron temperatures are low at typically Te = 1 . . .3eV. Based on these values the

most important plasma parameters are compiled in Tab. 3.1. The combination of

high plasma density and low electron temperature leads to high Coulomb colli-

sion frequencies in the plasma center, whereas in the edge plasma electron-neutral

collisions dominate.

3.3.1 Magnetic field configuration and plasma profiles

The magnetic field geometry can be adjusted flexibly by changing either the coil

current, the direction of the current flow or the position of the coils. In this

way it is possible to establish a variety of magnetic field configurations ranging

from homogenous field distributions to more advanced mirror or magnetic null

configurations. Two configurations that were used in the course of this thesis

are shown in Fig. 3.4. Plotted are the absolute value of the magnetic field for

homogeneous field distribution in Fig. 3.4(a) and a field distribution with a strong

gradient in the plasma source region in Fig. 3.4(b). Included in the plots is the

contour of the vacuum vessel and the helicon antenna. In both configurations

a homogeneous magnetic field of B0 = 100mT with a field ripple in the plasma

(100mm radius) less than 2% is generated in the four modules of the device. The

difference between both configurations is seen best by following field lines from the

helicon source (highlighted pink). For the configuration with stronger magnetic
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Quantity Symbol Value Unit

plasma parameters
Capacitive Helicon

gas pressure pAr 0.2 Pa
electron temperature Te 3 eV
ion temperature Ti 0.25 eV
plasma density n 1016 1019 m−3

magnetic field n 100 mT

frequencies
electron cyclotron ωce 2.8 GHz
ion cyclotron ωci 38.4 kHz
plasma ωpe 0.9 28.4 GHz
ion plasma ωpi 3.3 105 MHz
lower hybrid ωlh 3.2 10.3 MHz
upper hybrid ωuh 2.9 28.5 GHz

collision-frequencies

electron-electron νee 5.4 ·104 4.0 ·107 Hz
electron-ion νei 7.6 ·104 5.7 ·107 Hz
ion-ion νii 8.3 ·103 2.0 ·106 Hz
electron-neutral νen 2.1 ·106 Hz
ion-neutral νin 1.7 ·104 Hz
charge exchange νcx 5.3 ·107 Hz

lengths
electron gyroradius rce 0.05 mm
ion gyroradius rci 4 mm
Debye length λDebye 0.1 0.004 mm
electron mean free path λm f p,e 0.5 0.01 m
ion mean free path λm f p,i 25 0.1 mm
collisionless skin depth λci 0.015 mm

velocities

electron thermal vth,e 1.0 ·106 m/s
ion thermal vth,i 1.1 ·103 m/s
ion sound vcs 2.7 ·103 m/s
Alfvén speed vA 3.5 ·106 1.1 ·105 m/s

dimensionless scaling parameters

plasma beta β 1.2 ·105 1.2 ·103

mass ratio µ 1.4 ·105

beta to mass ration β/µ 0.89 88
ionization degree χ 0.5 50 %

Table 3.1: Compilation of plasma parameters for Argon discharges under
typical VINETA operation conditions in capacitive and helicon mode.
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Figure 3.4: Axial-radial cross-sections of the used magnetic field configu-
rations in the VINETA device. Indicated are the positions of the coils (red
squares) and the vacuum vessel (solid line). In the upper plot (a) all coils
have the same current, whereas in the lower plot (b) the current in the coils
at the helicon antenna (right) is zero.

gradient the fieldlines in the main chamber are mapped to a much smaller diameter

(Fig. 3.4(b)).

It was previously reported that diverging magnetic fields within the helicon

source strongly affect the plasma density64 and electron heating65. A characteri-

zation of plasma parameters for helicon plasmas in diverging magnetic fields and a

direct comparison with the case of (almost) homogeneous magnetic field was made

in VINETA. One of the most striking operational differences in VINETA is that

in the case of diverging magnetic fields the neural gas pressure can be strongly

reduced and still helicon wave sustained operation is maintained, thereby strongly

reducing the electron-neutral collision frequencies.

For a direct comparison of the plasma profiles in the helicon source and main

chamber Langmuir probe measurements were made in a radial-axial plane for

both cases, homogeneous and gradient magnetic field. For this purpose a rf-

compensated 50cm long Langmuir probe was mounted on the internal (r−z) probe

positioning system. The plasma source was operated in pulsed mode and probe

characteristics at each spatial position were obtained during one discharge pulse.

The Argon gas pressure was pAr = 0.1Pa and a moderate rf-power of 2kW was

chosen to keep the heat load on the probe at a tolerable level. The measurements

covered an interval of r =−60 . . .60mm in radial direction and z = 100 . . .1000mm
in axial direction. The center of the helicon antenna is at r = z = 0mm. The spatial
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resolution is ∆r = ∆z = 10mm. In axial direction the measurement range can be

separated in three different regions: The antenna region (z = 0 . . .150mm), the

glass tube extension or plasma source region (z = 150 . . .415mm), and the main

plasma chamber (z≥ 415mm).

Figure 3.5 shows the profiles obtained from evaluation of Langmuir probe char-

acteristics in a homogeneous magnetic field and Fig. 3.6 in the diverging magnetic

field case. Floating potential, plasma potential, plasma density, and electron tem-

perature are interpolated on a 1mm grid and plotted color-coded. Two fieldlines

are included in the plots to indicate the magnetic mapping of the plasma source

region to the main chamber. Floating and plasma potential exhibit in the main

chamber an almost constant level of Φ f l ∼ −5V and Φpl ∼ −15V, respectively.

Only inside and close to the antenna the potentials differ from these values. The

plasma density profile is strikingly different from that of the plasma potential.

The density in the antenna region is fairly low and gradually increases toward the

main chamber, where two peaks with densities up to 1.5 · 1018 m−3 are located.

The radial density profile is the typical for a helicon discharge: peaked in the

plasma center with steep radial gradients. Similar to the floating potential is the

electron temperature profile. A constant, low temperature of Te = 4eV is found in

the main chamber and in the source region significantly higher electron tempera-

tures are found. These findings indicate that the electrons are mainly heated in

the helicon antenna and plasma is produced downstream the antenna.

In summary, the helicon discharge with a homogeneous magnetic field is char-

acterized by a linear axial increase of the plasma density and axial gradients of

the potential and temperature are more or less limited to the region of the helicon

antenna center region.

The situation changes when the source magnetic field is switched off and field-

lines significantly diverge in the antenna region. The measurements are summa-

rized in Fig. 3.6. The first observation is that in the helicon antenna region the

helical antenna structure is seen in all profiles with strong dips in the plasma and

floating potential at (r,z) = (−25,0)mm and (r,z) = (25,100)mm, indicating mag-

netic mapping of the source region. In the main chamber the potentials exhibit

a tube like structure of radial extent r ∼ −25 . . .25mm with constant values of

Φpl = 8V and Φ f l = 10V, respectively. The boundary of these structure is fairly

well represented by the fieldlines included in the plots. The plasma density remains

in the entire plasma source extension low and develops to an axially homogeneous

profile with increased density of n = 1.5 · 1018 m−3. The electron temperature is

found, as in the homogeneous case, to be similar to the floating potential with a
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Figure 3.5: Langmuir probe measurements in a plasma with homogeneous
magnetic field. Profiles in the axial-radial plane of (a) floating potential, (b)
plasma potential, (c) plasma density, (d) electron temperature. A pair of
fieldlines is included in the plot to visualize the magnetic mapping.
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Figure 3.6: Langmuir probe measurements of the plasma with source gra-
dient magnetic field. Profiles in the axial-radial plane in the same represen-
tation as Fig. 3.5.
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Figure 3.7: Axial plasma profiles (a) plasma potential, (b) floating potential,
(c) plasma density, and (d) electron temperature, radially averaged over r =
−25 . . .25mm, obtained from Langmuir probe characteristic evaluation for
homogeneous magnetic field (black dots) and gradient magnetic field (blue
dots). To guide the eye smoothing splines are superimposed (red and pink
solid lines).

much higher electron temperature in the antenna region of Te = 5eV and a gradual

decrease downstream of the antenna toward the main chamber to values between

Te = 2−3eV.

In comparison to the above case of homogeneous magnetic field, the electron

temperature is more peaked in the plasma center and has stronger radial gradients

(cf. also Fig. 3.5). We note that the electron temperature profile does not show

any peaking at the plasma boundary, as reported recently by Virko et al.65 in a

similar configuration.

To summarize, if the helicon source is operated in a strong magnetic field gra-

dient, the regions where the plasma parameters exhibit significant axial gradients

are shifted outwards the helicon source. In the source region, the plasma param-

eters are inhomogeneous and mainly determined by the spatial structure of the

helicon antenna.

For better visualization axial profiles for homogeneous and gradient magnetic

field are shown in Fig. 3.7, obtained by a radial average over r = −25 . . .25mm
(cf. Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6). The most significant findings can be summarized
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Figure 3.8: Radial profiles of the plasma density and electron temperature
as obtained from Langmuir probes. Both profiles are fitted by a Gaussian
function. The shaded area indicates the kinetic Alfvén wave regime.

as follows: In case of homogeneous magnetic field a steep rise is found around

z = 0 and the plasma potential is axially fairly homogeneous within the helicon

source region with values around Φpl ≈ 20V. From z≈ 50mm the plasma potential

decreases to Φpl ≈ 15V. With a gradient magnetic field the plasma potential is

much more smoothly developed and does not exhibit a steep rise in the antenna

region. Values are generally lower at Φpl = 10V typically in the main chamber.

For both cases, homogeneous and gradient magnetic field, the floating potential

increases steadily outside the antenna region but the increase is less steep for the

gradient case. The plasma density profile is strikingly different from that of the

plasma potential. The plasma density remains for both cases relatively small in the

helicon antenna region (below z = 100cm). A continuous increase of the gradient,

however, shifts the plasma density maximum axially downstream the antenna.

Hence, it is observed that the plasma density peaks closer to the antenna for the

homogenous case when compared to the gradient magnetic case. The electron

temperature drops almost as fast as the plasma density rises and above z = 40cm
the electron temperature remains constant at Te = 3eV. Correlated with the axial

electron profile is the floating potential profile, especially in the helicon antenna

region, where the high electron temperatures lead to a strongly negative floating

potential.

Radial plasma profiles for a typical configuration in which the Alfvén wave

measurements were done, are shown in Fig. 3.8. The magnetic field is B0 = 100mT
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and the rf power is Pr f = 3− 5kW to achieve maximum plasma density. The

measurements are done at z = 2m axially downstream the plasma source. The

plasma density is largest in the center with n = 1.7 · 1019 m−3 and its profile is

close to a Gaussian function with a FWHM of r = 50mm. The peak electron

temperature is Te ∼ 1.2eV and varies only little in radial direction. The profiles

yield a fairly large radial extent, in which the plasma-β exceeds the electron-to-ion

mass ratio. Thus, as explained in Sect. 3.1.2 Alfvén waves in this regime develop

as kinetic Alfvén waves.
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3.4 Low frequency wave propagation measurements

3.4 Low frequency wave propagation measurements

Magnetic field perturbations are generated in VINETA by a loop antenna posi-

tioned in the plasma center. The antenna is made of four windings of 0.75mm2

copper wire, which are insulated against each other and against the plasma by

a ceramics shielding. The antenna is connected via a transformer (winding ratio

of 5 : 1) to a 1kW rf amplifier (frequency range 10kHz . . .1MHz). The current

amplitude in the antenna is monitored with a current meter and is, depending on

the frequency, typically in the range of Iant = 10 . . .20A. To avoid overheating of

the antenna both the rf drive of the antenna normal and the plasma are operated

in pulsed mode. A schematic of the experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 3.9.

The antenna is mounted on a vacuum feedthrough, which is movable in the radial

direction. In axial direction the antenna is positioned close to the plasma source,

i.e. in the region of highest plasma densities (see Fig. 3.7). For Alfvén wave excita-

tion the normal of the antenna is oriented perpendicular to the ambient magnetic

field to generate a maximum perpendicular magnetic perturbation.
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Amplifier

l meter

PMT

Lock-InScope

Helicon
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B-dot

Probe
Double
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Pump
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Figure 3.9: Schematic drawing of the experimental setup for Alfvén wave
excitation and detection. Magnetic fluctuations are induced in the plasma
center with a loop exciter and propagating waves are detected with movable
electric and magnetic probes. Time-resolved measurements of the perpen-
dicular IVDF are made by chopping the laser at frequencies much higher
than the waves frequency. A Lock-In amplifier yields the LIF signal, which
is averaged phase-locked to the exciter drive with an oscilloscope.

The magnetic fluctuations are measured with absolutely calibrated inductive

Ḃ-probes (cf. Sect. 2.2.2) downstream from the antenna. The Ḃ-probe is oriented

with its normal pointing in the same direction as the antenna and the probe is
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mounted on a radial-axial probe positioning system. The probe legs are connected

to a differential amplifier, whose signal is recorded together with the exciter signal

as a phase reference with a digital oscilloscope. Off-line cross spectral analysis of

both signals yields the phase and amplitude of the magnetic fluctuations. Fluctu-

ations of the perpendicular electric field are measured with electric double probes

(cf. Sect. 2.2.1). Phase-resolved measurements with LIF are obtained in the fol-

lowing way: The laser beam is chopped with an acousto-optical modulator at a

frequency of fAOM = 500kHz. A Lock-In amplifier is used to discriminate the LIF

signal from spontaneous emissions with a time resolution of 1 µs. The output is

connected to the oscilloscope, where the LIF signal is averaged phase-locked over

several 100 modulation cycles to gain statistical significance.
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Figure 3.10: Measurement of induced magnetic field fluctuations in vacuum.
Absolutely calibrated magnetic probes yield the magnitude of the magnetic
field.

The magnetic perturbation produced by the antenna is measured in vacuum

with Ḃ-probes. The results are shown in Fig. 3.10. It is seen that the amplitude

of the perturbation decreases in axial direction exponentially. The fluctuation

amplitude at z = 20mm is δB ∼ 0.4mT, which results in a relative magnetic field

perturbation of δB/B0 = 0.4%.

For Alfvén wave measurements magnetic fluctuations along the axial distance

in response to the antenna perturbation are measured. The wavelength of Alfvén

waves for typical peak plasma parameters is expected to be in the range of several

meters (cf. previous section). Therefore, the VINETA is operated at maximum

performance, i.e. the magnetic field is B0 = 100mT and the plasma source is oper-

ated in pulsed mode with tpuls = 300ms and rf-power of Pr f = 3−5kW providing

plasma densities of n' 1019 m−3. According to the shear Alfvén wave dispersion,
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Figure 3.11: Time traces of magnetic fluctuations recorded by a Ḃ-probe
(blue lines) at three axial positions (a)-(c). Included is the exciter signal
as a phase reference (red line). (d) Color-coded spatiotemporal diagram of
magnetic fluctuation.

propagation is limited to the frequency range below the ion cyclotron frequency.

Since Ḃ-probes suffer from poor sensitivity at low frequencies experiments were

first made in Helium plasmas, in which under the present conditions the ion cy-

clotron frequency is fci = 380kHz. For sufficient statistical confidence magnetic

fluctuations are averaged over typically 10 identical discharges at one spatial loca-

tion. Results of magnetic fluctuation measurements are shown in Fig. 3.11 (blue

curves) for three different axial positions z = 0.3,0.7,1.1m in diagrams (a)-(c).

The exciter signal with fex = 200kHz is included as a phase reference in the plots

(red line). From the top to the bottom diagram an increasing phase shift with

increasing distance z to the exciter antenna is found in the magnetic probe sig-

nal, indicating wave propagation. The wave’s phase velocity vph is given by the

phase difference of the probe signal observed at two axial positions as vph = ∆φ/∆z.
High accuracy is achieved by calculating the phase velocity at many axial posi-

tions, which is shown in the spatiotemporal plot Fig. 3.11(d). Here, the probe

was moved from the position of the exciter to a distance of 1.1m in 22 steps. The

high resolution in the diagram results from data interpolation on a finer grid. Two

areas of different qualitative evolution can be distinguished: Within the first 30cm
the amplitude decrease is strongest but without any phase shift. In this region the

antenna near field is dominant in the Ḃ-probe signal, which exceeds the wave’s

magnetic field. For distances z ≥ 30cm the diagram exhibits a regularly striped

pattern. The tilt of the pattern corresponds to the phase velocity of the wave.
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Practically, the phase velocity is obtained by calculating the phase shift at each

spatial position between the exciter and Ḃ-probe signal by means of cross spec-

tral density (see Sect. 2.4.1) and a least square fit to the phase yields the wave’s

phase velocity. The phase velocity is here found to be vph = 6 · 105 m/s, which

agrees well with the Alfvén speed for the actual plasma parameters (magnetic

field B0 = 100mT, plasma density n = 5 ·1018 m−3). The spatial amplitude evolu-

tion is exponentially decreasing with a characteristic damping length of δD = 0.6m
(not shown here).
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Figure 3.12: Radial profile of the magnetic field fluctuation amplitude at
a distance of z = 90cm from the exciter. The loop exciter is positioned fixed
in the center of the plasma column and the radial extent is indicated by the
gray area.

Measurements of the radial evolution of the wave’s magnetic amplitude at a

distance z = 90cm to the exciter are shown in Fig. 3.12. It is seen that the waves

are radially localized in a narrow region of ∆r = 40mm radial extent. At r = 0m
the probe is at the same radial position as the exciter antenna, which coincides

with the plasma center. At this position, the amplitude is largest and decreases

to the plasma edges. The radial extent of the exciter antenna is indicated in the

diagram as the gray area. The radial amplitude profile is mainly determined by

the finite radial width of the exciter antenna and the Ḃ-probe.

In summary, as a consequence of periodic magnetic perturbations waves are

found to propagate parallel to the magnetic field with the wave’s magnetic com-

ponent fluctuating perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field. The propagation

velocity agrees well with the Alfvén velocity. Further, also at large distances to

the exciter antenna the waves are radially strongly localized, which indicates that

the waves are traveling along the magnetic field lines.
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Figure 3.13: Dispersion measurements in a Helium helicon plasma. (a)
Variation of the ambient magnetic field. (b) Variation of the plasma density
by launching waves at different radial position of the exciter.

These findings suggest, that indeed shear Alfvén waves are excited. To identify

the wave its wavelength is measured for different excitation frequencies to obtain

the dispersion relation. For linear Alfvén waves the dispersion relation depends

on three major operational parameters: the ambient magnetic field, the plasma

density, and the ion mass (cf. Sect. 3.1.1). The dispersion relations for Helium

plasmas with variation of the magnetic field and plasma density are compared in

wavelength versus frequency notation in Fig. 3.13. In both cases the excitation

frequency ranges from fex = 100kHz, at which coherent magnetic field fluctuations

are barely visible in the Ḃ-probe signal, to the respective resonance frequency

fex ≤ fci = 350kHz. The measurements were obtained in a homogeneous magnetic

field at peak plasma densities of n = 1 ·1019 m−3. In Fig. 3.13(a) the results for two

different magnetic fields of 70mT and 90mT are shown. The resulting wavelengths

are in the range of λ‖ = 2− 4m with typically 10% uncertainty and decrease

monotonously with increasing frequency. Systematically smaller wavelengths for

lower ambient magnetic field, especially at low frequencies, are observed. This

behavior is consistent with the Alfvén wave dispersion, as the wavelength scales

as λ‖ ∝ B0. For frequencies f ≥ 200kHz the wavelength is for both magnetic

field strengths relatively constant at λ‖ = 2.3m. In the diagram the respective

theoretical dispersion relations based on the shear Alfvén dispersion, Eq. (3.5),

are evaluated for the actual operational parameters and included as solid lines.

The plasma density was used as a fit parameter and is n = 3 · 1018 m−3 and

hence lower than the measured value. Although the dispersion curves do not
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reflect the measured data some general features are apparent: First, the general

trend of decreasing wavelength with increasing frequency, second the wavelength

gets larger with higher magnetic field, and finally the relative wavelength spread

between the calculated curves is of the same order as found for the measured data.

Remarkable is the strong deviation from the simple dispersion relation around the

cyclotron frequency.

The second plot, Fig. 3.13(b), contains two measured wave dispersions for differ-

ent plasma densities. The parameters are essentially the same as in the previous

situation. Here, the exciter and the probe were placed once in the center and

10mm outside the plasma center, where on average a 50% lower plasma density

is found. The observed wavelength are much higher outside the center and ex-

cept for two outliers at very low frequencies, the wavelength is still monotonously

decreasing. Again, this is predicted by the linear dispersion relation of Alfvén

waves, where the wavelength scales with the plasma density as λ ∝ 1/
√

n. The

errorbars are significantly larger when moving the exciter outside the plasma cen-

ter. At r = 20mm outside the plasma, the wavelength is still increasing, but the

statistical significance is very poor. Further outside a proper detection of waves

is not possible, which agrees with the radial wave amplitude profile in Fig. 3.12.

To the measured data points two dispersion relations with constant magnetic field

B0 = 90mT are fitted with the respective plasma densities being the fit parameters.

The lower curve has again a plasma density of n = 3 · 1018 m−3, whereas for the

upper one a density of n = 3 ·1017 m−3 is found. Although the fitted density seems

to be too low and the calculated dispersion does not fit well to the measured data,

the dependence of the wavelength on the plasma density is verified.

Both findings, the dependence on the magnetic field strength and the plasma

density, plus phase velocities that agree well with the Alfvén velocity and a depen-

dence on the ion mass (shown below) reveal that indeed Alfvén waves are excited.

The most striking difference from ideal dispersion relations are found close to the

ion cyclotron frequency. For further investigation measurements were made with

higher frequency resolution and also at frequencies higher than the ion cyclotron

frequency. Fig. 3.14 shows dispersion measurements taken in a Helium helicon

plasma. For this measurements the plasma source was operated without source

magnetic field, which results in peak plasma densities of up to n = 1 · 1019 m−3.

However, in gradient source magnetic field plasmas the core diameter in the main

chamber is significantly reduced (see Fig. 3.6), which will lead to effective (av-

eraged over the active probe area) plasma densities much lower than the peak

density. Here, the frequency was altered from 50 to 100kHz and the observed
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3.4 Low frequency wave propagation measurements

wavelength is again in the range of several meters. Instead of wavelength ver-

sus frequency it is now plotted the frequency, normalized to the ion cyclotron

frequency ω = 2π f /ωpi, versus wave vector k = 2π/λ . The wave vector under-

goes a complex ’s-shaped’ transition from low to high frequencies starting with

a monotonous increase at low frequencies. At 0.7ωci it starts to decrease, gets

negative and increases again at the ion cyclotron frequency. To guide the eye the

theoretical Alfvén wave dispersion is also shown for two different plasma densi-

ties of n = 1 · 1018 m−3 and n = 4 · 1018 m−3. Additionally, for the same plasma

densities the dispersion relations for bounded Whistler waves61 is added to the

diagram, which might explain the propagation of waves above the ion cyclotron

frequency. As explained in Sect. 3.1.3 ion-neutral collisions strongly influence the

dispersion of shear Alfvén waves. For the present measurements the neutral He-

lium density nn = pHe/(kBT ) at a pressure of pHe = 1Pa is nn ∼ 2 ·1020 m−3, which

results in an ion neutral collision frequency of νni ∼ 300kHz. Thus, the drop of

the measured dispersion at frequencies significantly lower than the ion cyclotron

frequency is consistent with the theory, including collisional effects in the kinetic

Alfvén wave dispersion relation the increase of the wavelength due to collisions

results in significantly smaller plasma densities when used as fit parameter.

Essentially the same experiment of low frequency wave propagation was made

in an Argon helicon plasma. Here, the cyclotron frequency is a factor of 10 smaller

than in Helium, which requires probes with a higher sensitivity (cf. Sect. 2.2.2).

Additionally, the wavelength increases by a factor of about
√

10 when compared

with those in Helium plasmas assuming the same plasma density and magnetic field

strength. These conditions makes the detection challenging. However, propagating

waves below the ion cyclotron frequency are also observed in Argon plasmas. The

resulting dispersion is shown in Fig. 3.15. The dispersion behavior is similar to

the Helium case: At low frequencies the wave is well described by the Alfvén wave

dispersion, but at frequencies f ≥ 0.7ωci (here fci = 38kHz) the wave vector also

decreases. The shifted resonance is again due to the effect of ion-neutral collisions

on the dispersion.

At frequencies f ≥ fci the measurements differ from those in a Helium plasma.

Especially negative values of the wave vector are found at frequencies larger than

ωci, and the bounded whistler wave considerably deviates from the measurement.

In Argon plasmas dispersion measurements have also been made for the elec-

trical field perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field. The floating potential

fluctuations are recorded by a double probe with 2mm spacing between the probe

tips , which are positioned in the plasma center (see double probes in Sect. 2.2.1).
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Figure 3.14: Wave dispersion measurements in a Helium plasma. The dis-
persion is plotted in frequency versus wave vector notation. Frequencies are
normalized to the ion cyclotron frequency ωci = 2π ·380kHz. For orientation
the theoretical dispersion of Alfvén waves and bounded whistler waves are
included in the diagram.
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Figure 3.15: Wave dispersion measurements in Argon in the same repre-
sentation as Fig. 3.14. The ion cyclotron frequency is here ωci = 2π ·38kHz.
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Figure 3.16: Ion velocity distribution functions for different wave excitation
frequencies. (a) Ion temperature (black curve) and mean ion drift velocity
(blue curve) obtained by Gaussian fits to the measured data. (b) Measured
IVDF. For better visualization the data are interpolated and plotted in log-
arithmic scale versus frequency.

In the recorded timeseries no coherent fluctuations at the excitation frequency

are observed at all. In the recorded signals voltages on the order of U ∼ 10mV
are found in the constant noise background, i.e. the perpendicular electrical field

amplitude due to the Alfvén wave is smaller than E⊥ ∼ 100V/m.

3.4.1 Alfvén wave ion dynamics

The measurements of dispersion relations presented in the last preceding sections

identified the Alfvén wave propagation, modified by ion-neutral collisions. In Ar-

gon plasmas LIF can be applied to characterize the kinetic response of ions to

the wave field. A proper investigation of the drifts and currents associated with

Alfvén waves requires a high spatial resolution as the Alfvén wave is rather local-

ized in the plasma center. Effort is made to resolve the IVDF on the Alfvén velocity

timescale. For a clarification whether ion heating occurs IVDFs are recorded while

scanning the wave excitation frequency. The experiments were made in an Argon

plasma established in a gradient magnetic field at a gas pressure of pAr = 0.2Pa
with Pr f = 3kW rf power. For LIF experiments the wave excitation antenna was

altered from a loop to a Helmholtz arrangement. The latter has the advantage
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that the magnetic perturbation can be induced in the plasma core without strongly

disturbing the plasma. Measurements of IVDFs at different excitation frequencies

are shown in Fig. 3.16. In the lower part of the figure the raw LIF signal is shown

color coded in a velocity versus excitation frequency diagram. Here, the LIF data

are interpolated on a logarithmic frequency axis and the velocity is normalized

to the ion sound speed. The excitation frequency was varied from fex = 10kHz
to 80kHz with a fine resolution around the ion cyclotron frequency. The IVDFs

are always symmetrically located around the center velocity. The observed den-

sity variations with increasing frequency is due to an increasing plasma density

observed in the interferometer measurements. Remarkable is the dip at the ion

cyclotron frequency fci = 38kHz. Gaussian fits to the data yield the mean ion

drift and ion temperature as shown in Fig. 3.16(a). The mean ion drift is smaller

than 10% of the ion sound speed cs and only fluctuating close to fci. The ion

temperature behaves similar as the mean drift and is almost constant over all

frequencies with values comparable to the measurements without Alfvén wave ex-

citation at Ti = 2.1eV. A small increase at fci = 38kHz is observed, although with

little significance.
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Figure 3.17: Phase-resolved IVDF during one cycle of an Alfvén wave at
excitation frequency fex = 30kHz. (a) Ion temperature and mean ion drift as
obtained from Gaussian fits. The gray line indicates the respective phase lag.
(b) Raw IVDF normalized to the maximum value.
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Similar investigations were done on the Alfvén wave timescale. The LIF signal

is measured for similar plasma conditions phase-resolved to the periodic Alfvén

exciter as described above. The integration time constant at the Lock-In amplifier

was set to the minimum value of Tc = 1 µs to ensure highest time resolution and

the AOM was driven at frequencies fAOM = 500kHz much higher than the wave

excitation frequency. An exemplary measurement with an excitation frequency

fex = 30kHz is shown in Fig. 3.17. Depicted are again the IVDFs and the respective

ion temperatures and ion drifts obtained from Gaussian fits. As a phase reference

one exciter period is included in the diagram. The IVDFs show a regular pattern

without any significant modifications and the obtained ion temperature and mean

ion drift are constant within an Alfvén wave period. The mean ion temperature

is found to be slightly smaller than in the previous experiments, which is due

to slightly different plasma parameters. The same picture emerges at different

excitation frequencies smaller as well as larger than the ion cyclotron frequency.

This result is consistent with the small electric field fluctuations as observed in

probe measurements, which do not affect the ion dynamics.

3.5 Helicon wave modulation experiments

In an analogous way to the Alfvén wave experiments investigations were made in

helicon plasmas with amplitude modulated rf. The experimental setup is modified

as shown in Fig. 3.18. In VINETA the modular design of the rf amplifier unit

allows a straight forward way to modulate the rf helicon source. Instead of a fixed

frequency rf source an arbitrary function generator is used to produce amplitude

modulated rf at a carrier frequency of fr f = 13.56MHz, which is amplified. In

this way the modulation depth Aam and the modulation frequency fam can be

varied independently. In the experiments presented here, the modulation depth

was chosen between Aam = 1 . . .10% and the modulation frequency was varied

around the cyclotron frequency in the range fam = 10 . . .100kHz. For the present

operational parameters the ion cyclotron frequency is fci ∼ 38kHz. Phase-resolved

LIF measurements of the IVDF were made in the same way as before (cf. Sect. 3.4).

An exemplary timeseries of amplitude modulated rf at fr f = 13.56MHz is shown

in Fig. 3.19(a). The modulation frequency is here fam = 2MHz and the modula-

tion depth is Aam = 20%. Contrary to the intuitive assumption that the amplitude

modulation introduces a second frequency component at the modulation frequency,

the frequency spectrum, Fig. 3.19(b), reveals that amplitude modulation causes
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Figure 3.18: Schematic diagram showing the setup for measurements in
amplitude modulated rf discharges in VINETA. An amplitude modulated
signal is produced with a function generator, amplified, and applied to the
helicon source. The response to the modulation is detected with movable
double-tip E-field and Ḃ-probes. Measurements of the IVDF are made with
LIF. Time resolution is achieved by using a fast acousto-optical modulator
in combination with a Lock-In amplifier.

two sidebands at the sum and difference frequency fsb = fr f ± fam, rather than

a single frequency component at fam. Thus, the amplitude modulation does not

drive in any direct way a perturbation at the modulation frequency fam. If the

helicon source is driven with amplitude modulated rf it is, however, observed that

the spectra from magnetic and electric fluctuations exhibit a striking component
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Figure 3.19: (a) Timeseries of the amplitude modulated rf signal with fr f =
13.56MHz, a modulation frequency fam = 2MHz, and modulation depth Aam =
20% and (b) the corresponding power spectrum.
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Figure 3.20: Spatiotemporal measurement of the (a) magnetic and (b)
electric field fluctuations for a modulation depth of Aam = 10% and modulation
frequency of fam = 30kHz. The respective normalized amplitude is plotted
color-coded. The reference point for the axial position z = 0 is the center of
the helicon antenna.

at the modulation frequency even at small modulation depth (Aam ∼ 1%). Further

investigations reveal that waves propagate in response to the amplitude modula-

tion along the ambient magnetic field. In Fig. 3.20, the spatiotemporal amplitude

evolution of the magnetic and the electric field fluctuations along the magnetic

field are plotted color-coded. These measurements were made in a helicon plasma

with Pr f = 3kW, and a magnetic field strength of B0 = 100mT with a magnetic

gradient in the plasma source region. As for the linear Alfvén waves, the perpen-

dicular component of the magnetic field and the radial component of the electric

field are depicted. The magnetic field component (Fig. 3.20(a)) exhibits a reg-

ular striped pattern of a single propagating electromagnetic wave. The wave’s

frequency is the modulation frequency, in this case f = 30kHz, and within the

axial measurement interval of z = 0.5 . . .1.5m roughly half a wavelength is cov-

ered. The phase velocity is gathered in the same way as for Alfvén waves (cf.

Sect. 3.4) by the tilt of the stripes and is vph = 1 ·105 m/s, which agrees perfectly

with the Alfvén velocity calculated for the present operational parameters. The

spatial evolution of the amplitude yields the damping length, which is found to

be δd = 1.5m. A more complex situation is found for the evolution of the elec-

tric field (Fig. 3.20(b)). The pattern exhibits a spatial and temporal modulation,

i.e the propagation direction changes depending on the respective axial position.

The difference between the spatial evolution of the magnetic and electric field

fluctuations strongly indicates that the electric field fluctuations are a result of at
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Figure 3.21: Dispersion measurements of the propagating magnetic (blue)
and electric field fluctuations (red) for different operational parameter
regimes: (a) low homogeneous magnetic field B0 = 60mT, (b) high homo-
geneous magnetic field B0 = 100mT, (c) low rf power (low plasma density)
with homogeneous magnetic field B0 = 100mT, and (d) gradient magnetic
field in the helicon source region. Included in the graphs are the theoretical
linear dispersion relations of Alfvén waves and R-waves for the respective
operational parameters.

least two superimposed waves. Since the magnetic field fluctuations are of single

frequency and wave number, any superimposed waves must be of pure electro-

static character. However, decomposition of the electric field pattern into waves

of different wave numbers is a challenging task. Assuming superposition of two

waves with the frequency of the magnetic field fluctuations but different wave

numbers results in the following problem: Free fit parameters are the ratio of the

wave’s amplitude, the ratio of the wave’s phases, and the wave-number of the

electrostatic wave, which leads in the present situation to ambiguous results. A

different approach to determine the respective wave numbers was made by use

of two dimensional FFT-transform and autoregressive models41. Also this ap-
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proach failed because only half a wavelength could be measured, which results in

non-interpretable frequency-wave number spectra.

Therefore the dispersion characteristics were measured to obtain basic depen-

dencies of the phase velocity on plasma parameters. The modulation frequency

was varied, while for the identification of the observed waves the modulation depth

was kept constant at Aam = 5%. Fig. 3.21 shows the results of four dispersion mea-

surements for the fluctuating electric and magnetic field component for different

operational parameters. In Fig. 3.21(a),(b) the rf power was kept constant at

Pr f = 3kW and the magnetic field was increased from B0 = 60mT (Fig. 3.21(a))

to B0 = 100mT (Fig. 3.21(b)). In Fig. 3.21(c) the rf-power was decreased to

Pr f = 400W. In the last diagram, Fig. 3.21(d), the helicon source was operated

in the magnetic field gradient mode (see Sect. 3.3.1). The plasma density was

measured with an interferometer and is in the range of n = 4 ·1018 . . .8 ·1018 m−3

in Fig. 3.21(a),(b),(d) and n = 8 · 1017 m−3 in Fig. 3.21(c). Included in each plot

are the respective dispersion relations for shear Alfvén waves and R-waves. For

the low ambient magnetic field, Fig. 3.21(a), the dispersion of the electric compo-

nent has an almost constant wave vector k = −2m−1, while the wave vector for

the magnetic component increases with increasing frequency and varies between

0 < k < 2m−1. At very large modulation frequencies fam > 2.5ωci the wave vector

becomes negative. The situation changes for the case of high magnetic field. At

low frequencies fam < 0.5ωci the wave vector increases with frequency. However,

for larger frequencies the wave vector decreases gradually, which indicates anoma-

lous dispersion. Furthermore, the wavelength of the electric component is infinite

at all frequencies, i.e. does not propagate. The third diagram, Fig. 3.21(c), shows

measurements taken at low rf-power, thus low plasma density. Here, generally

smaller wave vectors are found for both the electric and magnetic component.

The general trend of the magnetic component is similar to that in Fig. 3.21(a).

The point at which the wave vector decreases with increasing frequencies is down-

shifted to a frequency of fam ≈ωci. The electric field dispersion is anormal over the

entire frequency range. Measurements in the last diagram, Fig. 3.21(d), are made

in the helicon source magnetic field gradient mode and yields for the magnetic

component essentially the same trend as for in the case of homogeneous magnetic

field Fig. 3.21(b). The electric field component exhibits large errorbars, which are

due to the superposition of multiple propagating waves (see Fig. 3.20(b)), thus the

fit of the phase velocity is undefined.

To summarize the findings: Amplitude modulation of the helicon source leads

to propagation of electromagnetic waves in VINETA. The magnetic component
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exhibits a clear single propagating wave, whereas the electric component has a

much more complicated structure with mostly negative wave vectors. Frequency

variation reveal different wave dispersions for the wave’s electric and magnetic

component, whereas the magnetic component has in general smaller errorbars.

However, neither the magnetic nor the electric component follows the Alfvén wave

dispersion, as it was observed in the previous section. Varying the operational

parameters, plasma density and magnetic field, yields strong modification of the

waves dispersion: The wave vector of both electric and magnetic component is

by a factor of 20 smaller if the plasma density is decreased by a factor of 5 (cf.

Figs. 3.21(a) and (c)). The general trends are similar for both cases, the electric

field wave vector is negative, whereas the wave vector of the magnetic field is

mostly positive, increasing with frequency, and negative for frequencies above the

cyclotron frequency only. Changing the magnetic field strength changes the waves

dispersion significantly. By comparing the dispersion in Figs. 3.21(a) and (b) one

finds for the magnetic component a reversed situation: At low magnetic field, the

wave vector is close to zero for low frequencies, increases with increasing frequency

and becomes negative at high frequencies, whereas at high magnetic field it is

the other way around. Furthermore, the electric field component changes from

zero propagation to a complicated propagation pattern if the helicon source is

operated in the gradient mode. These findings already indicate that strong non-

linear processes drive the waves.

It is proposed that these waves are excited due to non-linear wave-wave interac-

tion. The amplitude modulation causes strong sidebands around the rf frequency.

Thus, an interaction of the inherently present helicon waves with a second wave

propagating at a sideband frequency is considered. Since the selection rules for

the wave vector must be fulfilled (cf. Sect. 3.2), the second wave is likely to be

a (possibly strongly damped) X-wave. Interaction of two helicon waves would

result in wave vectors far to low to explain the observed ones, whereas X-waves

would result in reasonable values. Although in the present measurements a clear

identification of non-linear wave coupling is not possible, the dispersion behavior

strongly suggests a non-linear wave excitation mechanism.

The amplitudes of magnetic field fluctuations are generally much larger when

compared to the linear excited Alfvén waves. Additionally, the waves are asso-

ciated with fluctuations of the electric field perpendicular to the magnetic field.

These low-frequency fluctuations can give rise to a change of the ion kinetics due

to wave propagation.
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Figure 3.22: Time averaged LIF measurements for different modulation fre-
quencies. (a) Ion temperature (black diamonds) and ion drift (blue squares)
as obtained by Gaussian fits. (b) Color-coded plot of the IVDFs, which are
normalized to the maximum value in the diagram.
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Figure 3.23: Phase-resolved IVDF measurements during a complete cycle
of the modulation. (a) LIF intensity vs. velocity normalized to the ion sound
speed cs. (b) Ion temperature (black diamonds) and mean drift (blue squares)
obtained by Gaussian fits to the IVDFs. As a phase reference the modulation
drive is included in the plot (gray line).
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3.5.1 Ion response to helicon wave modulation

To investigate the influence of the amplitude modulation on the ion dynamics

time averaged LIF measurements were made for different modulation frequencies

fam = 1 . . .300kHz for a constant modulation depth of Aam = 10%. Measurements

were made in the helicon source gradient magnetic field mode because in this

mode dispersion measurements revealed the strongest perpendicular electric fields.

These are expected to influence the perpendicular ion dynamics, which is observed

with LIF. The resulting IVDFs are shown in Fig. 3.22, plotted color-coded in a

velocity versus modulation frequency diagram in Fig. 3.22(b), in which the fre-

quency axis is altered to logarithmic scale for ease of visualization. The IVDFs

are generally of Gaussian shape, i.e. no non-thermal components contribute to the

IVDF. It is seen in Fig. 3.22(b) that the metastable ion density, i.e. the integral

of the IVDF over velocity, varies slightly in time. In contrast, density fluctuations

are not observed in ion saturation and interferometer measurements. Thus, this

effect is likely due to fluctuations of the metastable population, which could, e.g.,

arise from electron temperature fluctuations. The ion temperature and mean ion

drift obtained from Gaussian fits to the IVDFs are shown in Fig. 3.22(a). The

ion temperature is found to be extraordinary high and exhibits three character-

istic broad humps at the frequencies f = 15,40,90kHz, which can be explained

as signatures of resonant particle heating at the cyclotron frequency and (higher

and lower) harmonics. The ion drift scatters only little around a mean value of

vd = 0.1cs.

In order to correlate kinetic effects with the amplitude modulation, the IVDFs

are measured phase-resolved on the timescale of one modulation cycle. Fig. 3.23

shows the phase-resolved measurement of the IVDF at a modulation frequency of

fam = 20kHz and modulation depth Aam = 10%. The IVDFs, shown in Fig. 3.23(b),

develop very smoothly in time and are of Gaussian shape during the entire modu-

lation cycle. The metastable ion density is modulated out of phase by δφ ∼ π/2,

when compared to the modulation drive. The ion temperature and drift calculated

from Gaussian fits to the IVDFs are shown in Fig. 3.23(a). Both ion temperature

and ion drift are almost constant. The mean ion drift is again vd = 0.1cs and the

mean ion temperature is Ti = 0.35eV.
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3.6 Discussion of Alfvénic wave experiments

In VINETA two mechanisms were used to drive low frequency Alfvénic waves:

Firstly, a loop antenna induces directly magnetic perturbations perpendicular the

ambient magnetic field with δB/B0 ∼ 1%. These relatively small amplitude per-

turbations excite linear Alfvén waves, which magnetic fields were detected with

magnetic fluctuation probes. Secondly, propagating waves were observed in elec-

tric and magnetic fluctuation diagnostics if the helicon plasma source of VINETA

is driven with amplitude modulated rf. Linear and non-linear Alfvénic waves were

excited in VINETA and identified by dispersion measurements. The ion dynamics

for both waves were investigated with LIF. Strong indications in the measurements

of the IVDF were observed that wave-particle interaction causes resonant heating

at the ion cyclotron frequency. While linear Alfvén waves had been the subject of

intense research66,67,68,69 the excitation of non-linear Alfvénic waves via amplitude

modulation of the plasma source has not been reported in the literature.

The linear Alfvén waves are identified by measuring the dispersion relations for

different operational plasma parameters. Since the basic dispersion relation of

Alfvén waves yields a dependency of the phase velocity on the magnetic field, the

plasma density, and the ion mass, these three parameters were varied in VINETA

and the respective dispersions were recorded with magnetic fluctuation probes.

The increase of the phase velocity with increasing magnetic field, decreasing ion

mass, and decreasing plasma density, was confirmed. However, for the interpre-

tation of the detailed evolution of the dispersion, collisions with neutrals and

boundary effects have to be taken into account. Ion-neutral collisions reduce the

phase velocity and downshifts the Alfvén wave resonance frequency. When the

plasma density is used as fit parameter for the dispersion measurements, due

to this collisional effect considerably smaller plasma densities are obtained when

compared with the interferometer data. The downshift of the Alfvén resonance

frequency leads to a deviation of the measured dispersion from the basic dispersion

relation already at frequencies of f = 0.7 fci, which agrees well with the resonance

frequency obtained for a neural to ion density ratio of nn/ni = 25. For linear Alfvén

waves no perpendicular electric field fluctuations were observed. Thus, it is not

expected that the ion dynamics are influenced by the propagation of the Alfvén

waves. Indeed only little evidence for an energy transfer to the ions is found if

the excitation frequency is varied during LIF measurements. Only directly at the

cyclotron frequency the ion temperature is found to be 10% higher. However,

although the observed effect is small it is an indication for resonant Alfvén wave
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heating. Consistent with the resonance heating scheme is the finding that no cor-

relation of the ion temperature with the phase of the Alfvén wave is found in the

phase-resolved measurements of the IVDF. In recent works LIF has been used to

identify the currents associated with Alfvén wave propagation70,71. However, res-

onant heating, which has been discussed as a possible heating scheme for tokamak

plasmas49, has not been observed directly with LIF.

In contrast to the linear Alfvén wave measurements, nonlinear Alfvénic waves

with large perpendicular electric field fluctuations were excited with amplitude

modulated rf. The phase velocity of the detected waves is found to be the Alfvén

velocity, which emphasized the Alfvénic character.To identify the waves and the

mechanisms that drive these waves, again the main plasma parameters, mag-

netic field and plasma density were varied and the dispersion was measured with

magnetic and electric fluctuation probes. For the magnetic component a single

propagating wave is detected in all cases. Contrarily, the electric field pattern

is much more complex, probably resulting from the superposition of at least two

propagating waves. Decomposition of the electric field pattern was not possible

due to the ambiguity of the free parameters, thus a direct identification of the

waves could not be made. Measurements of magnetic fluctuation reveal strong

non-linear dispersions. The most striking effect is the transition from normal to

anomalous dispersion, when the magnetic field is increased. A sudden change

to backward propagating waves is observed. These effects and the complex elec-

tric fluctuation component underlines the strong nonlinear character of the waves.

Amplitude modulation does not transfer any energy to low frequencies, but leads

to sidebands located around the carrier (rf) frequency. A plausible mechanism

that is suggested to drive the observed waves is the concept of nonlinear three

wave coupling. In the present situation presumably the helicon wave nonlinearly

couples with a strongly damped or evanescent wave. In three wave coupling se-

lection rules limit the frequencies and wave vectors to the difference of the two

respective waves.

However, the electric and magnetic field fluctuations are much stronger devel-

oped than in the case of the linear Alfvén waves, thus investigations of the ion

kinetics is of particular interest. Measurements of the IVDF revealed that the

ion temperature is increased if the rf amplitude is modulated. Furthermore, the

ion heating is strongest developed at certain frequencies, which are the cyclotron

frequency and higher and lower harmonics.

Analogous measurements of the IVDF revealed that, in contrast to linear waves,

the ion temperature is increased if the rf amplitude is modulated and higher ion
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temperatures are found at characteristic frequencies. This indicates an efficient

energy transfer to the ions, which is presumably caused by resonant heating. In-

dications are the higher ion temperatures directly at the resonance frequency, as

well as at sub- and higher harmonics. As for all resonant heating schemes no phase

dependent ion heating is expected, which is consistent with the observations made.
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In the early 1940’s observations using cosmic ray detectors indicated that an in-

crease of the cosmic ray intensity is associated with solar activity72, which was

suggested to be caused by solar flares. Recently, the evidence became stronger

that the cosmic ray intensity correlates with coronal mass ejections5. State-of-

the-art X-ray spectrometer on board of satellites provide the required high spatial

resolution and revealed the loci of the X-ray emissions, indicating strong particle

heating and acceleration7. It was proposed that the source of energy of these events

originates from the magnetic energy of the intense magnetic field located at solar

sunspots. The physical process that was and still is favored for the energy release is

magnetic reconnection, i.e. the cut and reordered merging of magnetic field lines73.

In the 1960’s, reconnection was also proposed to occur in the earth magnetosphere,

giving rise to the aurora phenomenon74. In the last few decades various observa-

tions of reconnection with spacecrafts in the dayside earth magnetosphere75 and

in the magnetotail76 have been reported. However, magnetic reconnection is not

an exclusive space plasma phenomenon. In fusion devices magnetic reconnection

strongly contributes to internal current disruptions16,77 and causes the sawtooth

oscillation78. Both are unwanted effects that has to be avoided on the way to

controlled nuclear fusion.

Figure 4.1: Evolution of reconnecting magnetic field lines. Oppositely di-
rected fieldlines drift together (t < 0), form an X-point (t=0), cut, recon-
nect, and drift apart (t > 0). [Taken from Baumjohann, Basic Space Plasma
Physics, 199655].
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The basic picture of magnetic reconnection can be understood by considering

anti-parallel magnetic fields that are frozen in a plasma and flow towards each other

as sketched in the left-hand part of Fig. 4.1. Such configurations evolve in time

to a X-point configuration (middle part of Fig. 4.1)? , which is characterized by a

vanishing magnetic field strength at the point where the magnetic fields intersect.

Finally, pairs of opposite magnetic field lines cut, reconnect, and drift apart from

the X-point in perpendicular direction to the inflow. Note that the magnetic field

vanishes in two dimensions only, and an additional (guide) magnetic field, pointing

out of the plane, might be present.

The early theoretical research on magnetic reconnection was made to explain

the phenomenon of solar flares and the earth aurora, where particle acceleration

was believed to be a consequence of reconnecting magnetic fields79. Soon, a neu-

tral magnetic X-point was identified as the initial condition for reconnection80.

The concept was further developed in the framework of magneto-hydrodynamics

(MHD) by Sweet81 and Parker82 and became the well established Sweet-Parker

model on magnetic reconnection. It was soon realized that the Sweet-Parker model

holds for some physical situations only, but is unable to explain magnetic reconnec-

tion in general. Open questions in reconnection research are still the fast timescale,

on which reconnection is observed to occur. Furthermore, the processes of energy

conversion, i.e. plasma acceleration, heating, and generation of energetic parti-

cles, and the processes which trigger explosive reconnection events remain still

unknown. Nowadays, efforts are made to solve these questions with elaborate nu-

merical simulations, since a closed model seems unaccessible due to the complexity

of the problem (3D, multi-time and -spatial scales).

This chapter is devoted to measurements of the ion dynamics made in the VTF

reconnection experiment. The chapter is structured as follows: A brief overview of

theoretical and numerical model descriptions on magnetic reconnection is given.

The VTF reconnection experiment and the plasma response on driven magnetic

reconnection is explained in detail. Finally, the measurements of the ion dynamics

are presented, where successively the different timescales (time averaged, time-

resolved on a discharge shot, and phase-resolved on the reconnection drive) are

discussed. The experimental findings are discussed and compared with numerical

simulations in a conclusion section.
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4.1 Models for magnetic reconnection

Magnetic reconnection can be described in the different pictures of plasma dy-

namics. To understand magnetic reconnection in its full complexity it became

apparent that a kinetic treatment has to be made. This requires a kinetic treat-

ment on multiple time and spatial scales, which is far beyond any state-of-the-art

modeling techniques. Instead, extensive computer simulations are necessary. Sim-

plified pictures can be formulated within a fluid description of the plasma, where

the single fluid (MHD) is the most simple one.

The concept of reconnection is closely related to the diffusion and convection

of magnetic energy, i.e. the temporal evolution of the magnetic field, which is

described in the framework of magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) by the induction

equation83

∂B
∂ t

= ∇× (v×B)+η∇
2B. (4.1)

The first term on the right-hand-side of Eq. (4.1) is the convective term and the

second the diffusive term, with η being the magnetic diffusivity, which is related

to the plasma conductivity σ by η = 1/(µ0σ). The ratio of both terms yields the

magnetic Reynolds number Rm = µ0σ lbv, where lb is the characteristic magnetic

gradient length. The magnetic Reynolds number quantifies whether the motion

of magnetic fields is convection or diffusion dominated55, where in case of large

values of Rm magnetic diffusion can be neglected. The latter situation is equivalent

to the ideal form of Ohm law, i.e. E + v×B = 0. In that case the magnetic flux

is conserved and magnetic field lines behave as if they are frozen-in the plasma? .

Most plasmas, in which magnetic reconnection is observed (the earth magneto-

sphere, fusion devices,. . .) have a very high conductivity, thus magnetic diffusion

practically can be neglected, which in turn means that reconnection cannot occur

within the framework of idealized MHD.
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To explain magnetic reconnection also in collisionless plasmas, it is necessary to

use the two fluid description of plasmas rather then the idealized picture of MHD.

The fluid equations are obtained by taking the moments of the kinetic equations for

each plasma component84. In the two-fluid picture the coupling between magnetic

fields and the plasma is described by the generalized Ohm’s law:
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j×B − 1
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− me

ne

(
∂
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µeme

e
∇

2ve

(4.2)

Except the first and the last term on the right hand side of Eq. (4.2) all other

terms are non-dissipative. Both dissipative and non-dissipative terms may lead

to magnetic reconnection. If collisions play a dominant role all terms except the

resistive ηj are neglected and reconnection is fairly well described by magnetic

diffusion (see below). Examples for resistive magnetic reconnection may be found

in the ionosphere and in fusion edge plasmas. Already in weakly collisionless

plasmas, such as fusion core plasmas and the solar corona, the resistive approach

tends to fail. It may, however, be the case that η is not determined by classical

collisions but that anomalous resistivity due to wave-particle interactions? or

plasma turbulence? give rises to a finite η and allows diffusion of the magnetic

field. If the resistive term, including anomalous resistivity, can not be accounted

for reconnection other terms in Eq. (4.2) have to be considered. The Hall term

j×B becomes important on scale lengths smaller than the ion skin depth c/ωci,

thereby de-freezing the ions. Consequently, reconnection is determined by the

ion dynamics and the (in-plane) Hall currents give rise to Whistler or Alfvén

waves? . Extensive numerical simulations were made to investigate the role of

the Hall term? . In presence of a guide magnetic field also the term related to

the electron pressure tensor ∇pe might be of importance, since here the electrons

become unmagnetized. The physics related to an anisotropic electron pressure

tensor is rather complicated, and still under debate? . The last two terms of

Eq. (4.2), i.e. the electron inertia and electron viscosity, become important on

very small scales only73.
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Sweet-Parker reconnection

The geometry considered in Sweet-Parker reconnection is a static situation, similar

to the right diagram in Fig 4.1. Two oppositely directed plasma-filled magnetic

flux tubes move towards each other with a certain velocity vin. Different from

the diagram in Fig 4.1, in the Sweet-Parker model the boundary region of the

magnetic flux tubes is not a X-point but an elongated structure with thickness δ

and length L. In this region an out-of-plane current sheet forms and the increased

current density causes a finite resistivity in the layer, which allows for magnetic

field diffusion across the layer. The plasma, satisfying the ideal MHD conditions

outside the current layer, enters the current layer and leaves at the thin ends

with the Alfvén speed. The conservation laws for mass, momentum, energy, and

magnetic flux in the flow yields the Sweet-Parker reconnection rate, which is given

by the ratio of inflow to outflow velocity?

RSP =
vin

vout
=

1√
Rm

, (4.3)

with Rm being the magnetic Reynolds number (see above). Hence, the reconnection

rate is determined by the speed at which the magnetic field can diffuse through

the current layer. With increasing plasma conductivity σ the reconnection rate

decreases since RSP ∝ 1/
√

σ .

Thus, the steady-state Sweet-Parker model with the concept of a resistive cur-

rent sheet is capable to describe reconnection by magnetic field diffusion. However,

in most plasmas the timescales on which reconnection occurs are orders of magni-

tude smaller than predicted by the Sweet-Parker model. For example, in a solar

flare the energy release occurs within minutes while the Sweet-Parker model pre-

dicts several days. Therefore, Sweet-Parker reconnection is often referred to as

’slow reconnection’. Furthermore, in most situations the essential condition of

Sweet-Parker reconnection, the existence of an elongated current sheet, is not ful-

filled. As already explained above, efforts were made to increase the reconnection

rate by introducing an anomalously increased resistivity resulting from turbulence

in the reconnection region. Also the structure of the reconnection region, strongly

influencing the entire process, was improved to inverse Y-shaped ends85. Mea-

surements in the MRX device (MRX = Magnetic Reconnection eXperiment) are

found to be consistent with the predictions made by an enhanced Sweet-Parker

model (Y-shaped current sheet, anomalous resistivity)86.

Since the Sweet-Parker model is applicable in resistive plasmas only, other mod-

els are required to describe reconnection in collisionless plasmas. Another model,
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which significantly increases the reconnection rate, was proposed by Petschek in

196487. However, it was soon realized that the model is barely relevant for any

physical situation73.

Kinetic drift orbit approach

A wealth of numerical work was done to explain different aspects of reconnection,

like anomalous heating mechanisms, particle acceleration, and the fast reconnec-

tion rates. Depending on the particular physical situation, the problem is treated

either following a fluid or a kinetic approach.

However, for the physical situation considered here it was realized that the

plasma behavior is strongly influenced by the single particles orbit motion88. Al-

most collisionless conditions and a long confinement time ensure that plasma par-

ticles execute multiple bounce orbits in the electric and magnetic field. It is

reasonable to use a kinetic approach that includes those effects. This is in general

difficult, since solutions have to be found, in which the electric and magnetic fields

are determined self-consistently. A different approach is to study single particle

guiding center orbits in the a priori known oscillating electric and magnetic fields.

A detailed picture of the plasma response is then obtained by calculating orbits

for a distribution function of particles in phase space that satisfies the Liouville

equation d f /dt = 084. This statistical approach states that the distribution func-

tion is conserved along particle orbits through phase space and allows to equate

the distribution in the reconnection region to an isotropic distribution function by

following particle orbits back in time. The resulting distribution function is then

determined by changes in the kinetic energy that particles undergo along their

trajectories. This approach was successfully applied to different reconnection ge-

ometries89,90 to investigate modifications of electron distribution function caused

by reconnection.

In general, the microscopic mechanisms that cause reconnection can be manifold

and are often difficult to identify. In laboratory experiments, however, the role of

a single term in Ohms law can be verified experimentally by systematic parameter

variations.

4.1.1 Reconnection experiments

Reconnection has been the subject of various laboratory experiments, which con-

tributed much to a deeper understanding of the underlying mechanisms. From

the very beginning the identification of the reconnection process itself and the
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resulting response of plasma particles, electrons and ions, was subject of research.

First experiments were carried out in pinch devices91, in which strong indications

for particle heating and acceleration were observed. Since direct measurements of

reconnection were not possible in those devices, a causal link between reconnec-

tion and the observed features was difficult to establish. In addition, commonly

used MHD theories were not applicable. This motivated experiments, in which

reconnection could be investigated under reproducible conditions with well defined

diagnostics. In the 1980s experiments were carried out in the electron MHD regime

(unmagnetized ions) and Sweet-Parker type reconnection was observed92. Recon-

nection in the MHD regime was first studied in the TS-3 and later in the SSX

spheromak experiments93,94. Here, strong ion heating and Alfvénic flows were

observed95, but it remained unclear whether these originate from the reconnection

process or from the plasma production itself. The spheromak concept of merging

plasma toroids was further developed and improved in the MRX device96. Sweet-

Parker reconnection was experimentally verified and small scale fluctuations were

suggested to destabilize the current sheet, which subsequently leads to reconnec-

tion97. The observed ion heating was identified as a consequence of reconnection

and explained to originate from non-classical dissipation processes98. Complemen-

tary to Sweet-Parker reconnection experiments, the experiment VTF is dedicated

to the investigation of collisionless reconnection.
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4.2 The Versatile Toroidal Facility (VTF)

Experiments on magnetic reconnection are done in the Versatile Toroidal Facility

(VTF)99, located at the Plasma Science and Fusion Center, Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology, Cambridge, United States. The toroidal vacuum chamber has

a major radius of 92cm and a rectangular cross section of 64×108cm. The mag-

netic field is generated by sets of toroidal and poloidal field coils, which currents

are independently controlled and allow for a flexible magnetic field configuration.

Excellent experimental access is provided by 32 vertical and 16 horizontal ports

of 50×15cm in size. A photograph of the device is shown in Fig. 4.2. Seen is the

toroidal vacuum chamber immersed in the toroidal field coils (orange). Poloidal

field coils (black) encircling the torus are located above and below the rectangular

ports.

Figure 4.2: The VTF at the MIT Plasma Science and Fusion Center. The
magnetic cusp field is produced by the black coils located right above and
below the ports and at the inside of the torus. Poloidal field coils (orange)
form a toroidal guide field.

The VTF plasma is generated by electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH).

Electrons are resonantly accelerated in the electric field of an incident electromag-

netic wave if the waves frequency matches the electron cyclotron frequency. The

ECRH frequency used at VTF is fECRH = 2.45GHz, resulting in a resonant mag-
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4.2 The Versatile Toroidal Facility (VTF)

Quantity Symbol Value Unit

plasma parameters

gas pressure pAr 4 ·10−3 Pa
electron temperature Te 15 eV
ion temperature Ti 0.5 eV
plasma density n 1 ·1017 m−3

toroidal magnetic field BΦ 0.1 T
poloidal magnetic field gradient Bcusp 0.05 T/m

frequencies
electron cyclotron ωce 2.8 GHz
ion cyclotron ωci 38 kHz
electron plasma ωpe 2.8 GHz
ion plasma ωpi 10 MHz
lower hybrid ωlh 7.4 MHz
upper hybrid ωuh 4.0 GHz

collision-frequencies

electron-electron νee 5.2 ·104 Hz
electron-ion νei 7.4 ·104 Hz
ion-ion νii 3.2 ·104 Hz
electron-neutral νen 4.3 ·105 Hz
ion-neutral νin 5.2 ·102 Hz
charge exchange νcx 7.1 ·105 Hz

lengths
electron gyroradius rce 0.13 mm
ion gyroradius rci 6.4 mm
Debye length λDebye 0.1 mm
electron mean free path λm f p,e 4.0 m
ion mean free path λm f p,i 0.05 m
collisionless skin depth λci 16 mm

velocities

electron thermal vth,e 2.3 ·106 m/s
ion thermal vth,i 1.5 ·103 m/s
ion sound vcs 6.2 ·103 m/s
Alfvén speed vA 1.0 ·106 m/s

dimensionless scaling parameters

plasma beta β 3.0 ·10−5

ionization degree χ 1.38 %

Table 4.1: Compilation of typical plasma parameters for VTF.
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netic field of B = 87.5mT. Microwave radiation at this frequency is generated by a

20kW klystron amplifier for typically t ∼ 100ms discharge duration. During this

time the klystron power decreases about 20%, which significantly effects plasma

production and thereby leads to a temporal evolution of the plasma density dur-

ing one discharge. Nevertheless, the system provides a high discharge to discharge

reproducibility.

In the experiments presented here, Argon was used as filling gas at a pressure

of pAr = 4 ·10−3 Pa. The peak electron temperature is found to be Te ' 15eV and

the peak plasma density is ne ' 5 ·1016 m−3. The most important plasma param-

eters and derived quantities are compiled in Tab. 4.1. The plasma collisionality is

mainly determined by Coulomb collisions and elastic collisions with neutrals. The

electrons can be considered as collisionless, since their collisional mean free path

λm f p,e ≈ 4m exceeds the plasma dimensions.

4.2.1 Magnetic field topology and plasma profiles

E periodic
drive

X-line

Poloidal field coils

Poloidal field coils

2.45 Ghz
horn antenna

ECRH ring: 87.5 mT

Y

|B| (mT)

Figure 4.3: Poloidal cross section of the VTF magnetic field. Shown are the
levels of constant field strength (dotted lines) and contours of the poloidal
magnetic flux Ψ. In the left part, the principle of the reconnection drive is
indicated: A sinusoidal current applied to an additional set of toroidal coils
induces an electric field, which forces the ”frozen-in” magnetic field to drift
with vE×B towards and apart the X-line.

As already mentioned, the VTF magnetic field is created by sets of toroidal and

poloidal field coils. The toroidal component, the guiding field BΦ, is produced by

18 poloidal coils. The magnetic induction is limited to BΦ < 200mT (on the torus

axis). Experiments presented here are done with a fixed guide field of BΦ = 100mT.
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4.2 The Versatile Toroidal Facility (VTF)

The poloidal magnetic field is produced by an additional set of toroidal coils. A

cross section of the VTF together with the poloidal magnetic field is shown in

Fig. 4.3. The toroidal coils are installed outside the vacuum chamber and generate

the magnetic cusp field as indicated by the solid lines (isolines of the poloidal

magnetic flux Ψ), which represent the magnetic field lines. The point of zero

poloidal magnetic field in the center of the cusp is called the X-point, which extends

toroidally to the X-line. The cusp field is characterized by its magnetic field

gradient, which points towards the X-line and is approximately constant across

the device with a maximum value of |∇Bθ | ' 50mT/m. The poloidal absolute

magnetic field strength is included in the plot as dashed contour lines. Emphasized

is the ECRH resonance layer at B = 87.5mT, which is asymmetric with respect

to the X-line. The position of the resonance layer is shifted radially outwards by

applying the additional toroidal guide field.
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Figure 4.4: Poloidal profiles of the plasma density n, electron temperature
Te, and the electrostatic potential Φp. Superimposed are fieldlines of the
poloidal magnetic cusp field (black lines) and the ECRH resonance layer (red
line) [Taken from Egedal, et al. PoP 8(5), 2001100].

The plasma was characterized by measurements with Langmuir probes. Poloidal

profiles of the plasma density n, the electron temperature Te, and the plasma

potential Φp, as obtained from probe characteristic evaluation (cf. Sect. 2.1.1),

are shown in Fig. 4.4. The left-right asymmetry in the profiles arises from the

asymmetric ECRH resonance layer. From the plasma density profile in Fig. 4.4(a)

it is seen that the plasma is mainly located on the right-hand-side of the X-point

at r > 1m. The plasma density is almost constant in this region at n∼ 1 ·1017 m−3.

Although the field lines are open and intersect with the vessel wall, the plasma

confinement time is longer than the timescale of the reconnection drive99. The

electron temperature and plasma potential profiles are similarly shaped as the

plasma density profile with peak values of Te = 20eV and Φp = 120V, respectively.
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4.2.2 The reconnection drive and plasma response

The basic operation of the reconnection drive is indicated in the left part of Fig. 4.3.

An additional set of coils is installed on the inner wall inside the vacuum chamber.

These coils are powered by a resonant LC circuit, producing a sinusoidal coil

current that drives the reconnection. The frequency of the drive is kept constant at

fdrive = 15kHz. The resulting sinusoidal magnetic field induces a toroidal electric

field with a maximum value of Eφ ' 10V/m, corresponding to a loop voltage

measured around the torus of Uloop ' 60V. As a consequence the plasma drifts

with E×B velocity in response to the induced electric field and the poloidal guide

field towards or apart from the X-point, depending on the orientation of the electric

field. Since the magnetic field in VTF is frozen to the plasma it follows the motion

of plasma towards the X-line. During a cycle of the reconnection drive the direction

of the E×B drift changes for two diagonally opposite quarters of the cusp from

inflow to outflow and vice versa, as indicated in Fig. 4.3. The alternating toroidal

electric field due to the periodic reconnection drive results in an alternating inflow

of plasma to the X-line. The in-plane EΦ × Bcusp flow velocity caused by the

reconnection drive approaches 10% of the in-plane Alfvén velocity. The latter is

calculated 2cm from the X-line, which corresponds to the edge of the diffusion

region (see below).

The plasma response to reconnection is observed with movable Langmuir and

magnetic probe arrays100. Measurements of the temporal evolution of the plasma

density, the current density, and the electrostatic potential are made in the poloidal

plane. Here, the ion saturation current was used as a measure for the plasma

density. Profiles during driven reconnection are shown for different time lags

covering a complete reconnection drive cycle in Fig. 4.5. The current density

is calculated using Maxwell’s equation µ0 j = ∇×B, where toroidal symmetry is

assumed. The absolute value of the magnetic field is obtained by integrating the

three components of the magnetic probe signals B ∼
∫

dB/dt. Magnetic fieldlines

are computed from the measured current density profile and are superimposed to

the stationary cusp field. Two fieldlines are highlighted (red) for visualization of

the magnetic field motion. Diagonally opposite fieldlines start drifting together

at t = 0 µs, they reconnect at 12 µs < t < 24 µs, drift apart from the X-line, and

reconnect again but in reversed direction at 48 µs < t < 60 µs.

The temporal evolution of the plasma density profiles (first row in Fig. 4.5) is

such that the plasma moves with vE×B along with the magnetic field lines consis-

tent with the frozen-in condition. In the current density profile (second row) the

toroidal current located at the X-line occurs with a maximum current density of
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4.2 The Versatile Toroidal Facility (VTF)

Figure 4.5: Evolution of the poloidal profiles of the plasma density n, the
current density j, the electrostatic potential φ , and the loop voltage ULoop
during a reconnection cycle. Dashed lines represent magnetic field lines,
measured with magnetic probes, and the motion of the magnetic flux Ψ is
indicated by a pair of highlighted (red) fieldlines [Taken from Egedal, et al.
PoP 12(5), 2005101].

j =±4kA/m2. A periodic oscillation is found in the current density profile and its

oscillation is in phase with the reconnection drive, i.e. the current density peaks at

the time instants of maximum reconnection rate (t = 12 µs and t = 48 µs). The ef-

fective resistivity, calculated from the measurements as η = E/ j, is by far too high

when compared with the plasma resistivity based on the measured electron tem-

perature. Hence, the high reconnection rate of E = 10V/m cannot be exclusively

explained by the plasma resistivity. Note that the definition of the reconnection

rate used here is different from the Sweet-Parker reconnection rate (cf. Sect. 4.1).

A more precise definition is given by the rate of flux change at the X-point, which

is equal to the electric field E = ∂ψ/∂ t = νj73. The electrostatic potential (third

row) and the loop voltage (fourth row), given by Uloop =−2πdΨ/dt, are oscillating

in phase during the reconnection cycle. It is found that the potential evolves to

a profile for which E ·B = 0 holds, such that the plasma away from the X-line

is in the ideal MHD regime (E + v×B = 0)88. With the knowledge of the loop

voltage and the plasma potential it is possible to calculate the total electric field

E and consequently to determine the region, where the plasma deviates from ideal
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Figure 4.6: Mach probe measurements of the poloidal ion flow (arrows) at
two separate time instants, t = 12 µs and t = 48 µs. Contours of the plasma
density as measured with Langmuir probes are included color shaded in the
plot. One pair of poloidal magnetic field lines (dashed lines) are highlighted
(red) to illustrate the poloidal motion of the magnetic flux.

MHD, which yields the size and shape of the diffusion region101. The latter has

been found to be proportional to the electron drift orbit width103 ρcusp,e =
√

ρel0
(ρe is the electron gyro radius and l0 the ratio of guide field strength and cusp

gradient). The size of the diffusion region is typically on the order of several cen-

timeters and the shape differs significantly from an elongated current sheet, as it

is assumed for Sweet-Parker reconnection (cf. Sect. 4.1).

Measurements with Mach-probes reveal that strong ion flows occur in the

poloidal plane as a consequence of reconnection. For two time instances at t = 12 µs
and t = 48 µs the plasma density and the ion flow velocity are depicted in Fig. 4.6.

Direction and magnitude of the flows are indicated by arrows. Note that the mea-

surements were made for different experimental conditions and hence the density

profiles are slightly different from those shown in Fig. 4.5. However, the plasma

density peaks again in the right half of the cusp. The discussion of the figures

concentrates on that part. At t = 12 µs the flow is directed towards the X-line

and apart from the X-line in the upper right and lower right quarter of the cusp,

respectively. This coincides with the motion of the fieldlines (cf. Fig. 4.5). At

t = 48 µs (second half cycle of the reconnection drive) the flow reverses in the upper

right quarter and is directed more outward in the lower right. The magnitude of

the flows is in the range of 0−0.5cs. The observed ion flows result both from the

E×B-drift of the plasma in response to the reconnection drive and ion-polarization

currents101. The latter evolve as an immediate consequence of the formation of a

self-consistent in-plane electrostatic potential (cf. Fig. 4.5).
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4.2.3 Synchronized LIF setup
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Figure 4.7: (a) Schematic LIF setup at the VTF. Laser light is radiated
into the device tangentially. Signals from the PMT, the reconnection drive,
and the chopper are digitized for off-line spectral analysis. (b) Exemplary
spectrum of the PMT signal with well defined peaks at the reconnection and
the copper drive frequency. To obtain reliable spectra the data is DC-filtered
before a windowed Fourier transform is made. The LIF signal intensity is
given as the amplitude of the spectral component at the chopper frequency
minus the noise background. The latter is obtained from the median filtered
spectrum. The inset in (b) shows an enlargement of the spectral component
at the chopper drive frequency.

In order to directly measure the ion kinetic response to reconnection LIF mea-

surements have been done on VTF. The experimental arrangement is shown in

Fig. 4.7(a). The LIF system was set up to measure the ion velocity component

parallel to the X-line. For that purpose, the laser beam is directed tangentially

to the toroidal magnetic field and is focused to a spot size of r = 1mm diameter,

which is much smaller than the poloidal extent of the diffusion region (δ ≈ 4cm).

In orthogonal (radial) direction the fluorescent light is collected and guided to a

PMT. During a discharge signals from the PMT and the chopper drive are recorded

with a 16 bit digitizer board. The LIF signal amplitude is obtained from power

spectral density estimation at the chopper frequency. An exemplary spectrum of

the PMT signal is given in Fig. 4.7(b).

To achieve phase resolution of the IVDF measurement the chopper and the

reconnection drive are phase-locked and off-line analysis of consecutive phase seg-

ments is performed. The reconnection drive is operated phase-locked at a fre-

quency twice the chopper drive frequency, i.e. fchopper = fdrive/2 = 7.5kHz, thereby
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Figure 4.8: Signals from the chopper drive (a), PMT (b), loop voltage, and
total plasma current (c). The shaded areas indicate how time-resolved LIF
measurements are obtained. Two segments, corresponding to the same phase
of the reconnection drive, of each chopper cycle are combined to generated
timeseries and the LIF signal is obtained from the power spectrum at the
(new) chopper frequency.

ensuring that each chopper on and off interval covers one period of the recon-

nection drive. From the recorded data, small segments at a particular phase are

taken, both with and without laser radiation, as indicated in Fig 4.8. These data

”snippets” from several hundred reconnection cycles are combined to form a set of

new time series. Spectral analysis then yields the LIF signal, where the LIF inten-

sity is given by the power spectral density taken at the new (resampled) chopper

frequency. For each laser wavelength data from typically 30 reproducible plasma

discharges are combined to obtain adequate signal to noise ratio. The latter re-

stricts the time resolution to ∆t = 2 µs, which corresponds to a phase resolution of

∆φ ≈ 0.2π of the reconnection drive. However, the obtained resolution is sufficient

to resolve the fast time scale of the reconnection cycle. One restriction arises in

the analysis of the phase-resolved data: The on-off transition of the mechanical

chopper is not instantaneous, but due to the finite size of the laser beam diameter

the transition has an ’eclipse-like’ behavior. Consequently, comparing the data

with laser on and off a small time range exists, for which no reliable LIF signal is

available. This effect can be circumvented by slightly changing the spatial position

of the chopper, such that the LIF signal at the PMT and the chopper signal are

slightly phase shifted.
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4.3 Ion response to magnetic reconnection

4.3 Ion response to magnetic reconnection

As reviewed in Sect. 4.2.2 driven reconnection in VTF causes strong plasma flows

in the poloidal plane and currents along the X-line. Reconnection and the plasma

response are quantified by measurements of the loop voltage Uloop and the toroidal

plasma current Iplasma using a Rogowski coil encircling the X-line. The signals,

oscillating at the reconnection drive frequency, are shown in Fig. 4.8(c) (previous

section). A first indication that the ions dynamics is affected by reconnection is

seen in Fig. 4.8(b) from the light emissions at the fluorescence wavelength λ =
442nm, observed with the PMT. Note that here not the LIF signal is plotted but

the overall light emissions at the fluorescent wavelength, owing to spontaneous

emissions. Furthermore, the measured intensity is integrated along the line of

sight, i.e. perpendicular to the X-line. The oscillations on the PMT signal are

likely to originate from the plasma transport across the poloidal plane associated

with reconnection.
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Figure 4.9: A typical VTF shot with approximately 750 reconnection cy-
cles.
(a) Time evolution of the toroidal plasma current amplitude îplasma as ob-
tained by Hilbert transform of the fluctuating plasma current. (b) Root
mean square of mean-free PMT signals with (blue line) and without (black
line) reconnection drive.

Additional information is obtained from the plasma light emission on the

timescale of a discharge duration. Therefore, the evolution of the root mean square

(RMS) value is plotted in Fig. 4.9(b). For comparison, the RMS signal from a dis-

charge shot without reconnection is included in the figure. Without reconnection

the fluctuation level is almost constant over the entire discharge duration, whereas
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Figure 4.10: LIF measurements of the IVDF with (blue diamonds) and
without reconnection (black squares) for two different positions in the poloidal
plane at 3.5cm below (a) and at the X-line (b). To gain sufficiently high
signal-to-noise ratio an average over ten identical discharges at each laser
wavelength is made. Error bars are obtained from the 95% confidence interval
of the periodogram estimation. Gaussians are fitted to the measured data.

an increased fluctuation level is found if reconnection is driven. The RMS value

increases by a factor of two when the reconnection drive is turned on and gradually

decreases afterwards. At the end of the discharge, at t ∼ 50ms, the fluctuation

level reaches the same value as in the case without reconnection. The decrease of

the fluctuation level with time is due to the decrease of the voltage of the capacitor

bank powering the reconnection drive, which results in a lower reconnection rate.

This is seen in the corresponding amplitude of the plasma current oscillations in

Fig. 4.9(a), which decreases by 50% during the discharge shot.

4.3.1 Localization of ion heating

The most interesting questions connected to measurements of the IVDF during

reconnection are the following: Is ion heating observed at all and where is the local-

ization of eventually occurring heating? To address these questions, IVDFs were

recorded with and without reconnection at different poloidal positions, namely at

the X-line, 3.5cm and 30cm below the X-line. Results for the first two positions

are shown in Fig. 4.10. Included in the plots are measurements of the IVDFs

with and without reconnection (square and diamond markers, respectively). Each

point represents the average over ten identical discharge shots. Least-square fits of

a Gaussian (including Zeeman splitting) to the data reveal the thermal IVDF com-

ponent. Outside the X-line neither an increase of the ion temperature nor a change
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in the mean ion drift within the error bars is observed if reconnection is driven. A

constant ion temperature of Ti = 0.6±0.1eV and a drift of vd = 0.35cs are found

(cs is the ion sound speed). The same results are obtained at the position 30cm
below the X-line. A different observation is made directly at the X-line, shown

in Fig. 4.10(b). Here, the ion temperature doubles from Ti = 0.5eV to Ti = 1.0eV
and the ion drift increases from vd = 0.2cs to vd = 0.3cs. These findings clearly

demonstrates that during reconnection ion heating occurs and that the heating is

strongly localized at the X-line.

To establish a direct causal link between ion heating and reconnection effort was

made to resolve the fast timescale of the reconnection drive. The LIF signal-to-

noise ratio was raised by a factor of 2.5 by increasing the number of discharge shots

used for evaluation at a fixed wavelength from 10 to 60. To avoid the LIF data gap

due to the on-off transition of the laser light measurements data with in-phase and

phase-shifted chopper are combined. The achieved statistical significance allows

for a phase-resolved analysis of the LIF signal during one complete reconnection

cycle as described in Sect. 4.2.3. The timeseries are cut into segments of ∆t = 4ms
length and phase-locked averaged over identical segments. Spectral analysis of the

new timeseries yields the phase-resolved LIF signal. The results for both loca-

tions, below and at the X-line, are plotted in Fig. 4.11 and Fig. 4.12, respectively.

Included in both figures is the intensity of the LIF signal color-coded in a velocity

versus time diagram (subplot (b)). The data is interpolated on a finer grid and

smoothed to guide the eye. Furthermore, the LIF intensities are normalized to

the maximum value in the respective diagrams. At each time instant Gaussians

are fitted to the (original) data. The resulting thermal IVDFs are indicated in

the plot by solid contour lines. The temporal evolution of the ion temperatures

resulting from the Gaussian fits are shown in the respective subplots (a). Note

that in the ion temperature plots the time axis t = 0−70 µs is scaled to the phase

φ = 0−2π of the reconnection drive.

Below the X-line (Fig. 4.11) the metastable ion density, which is the integral over

the entire IVDF, is fluctuating within the reconnection cycle and exhibits a dip in

the time interval t = 10−30 µs and a maximum at t ' 65 µs. The IVDFs are at any

time of Gaussian shape, and no non-thermal ion population is observed. The ion

temperature increases from Ti = 0.5eV at φ = π/2 to Ti ∼ 1eV at φ = 2π. Fig. 4.12

shows the same measurements taken at the X-line. Here, the variations of the

metastable ion density are by a factor of two stronger and the peak value is found

in the time interval t = 0−25 µs, followed by a strong decrease of the density until

t = 35 µs. The main component of the distribution is still of Maxwellian shape,
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Figure 4.11: Temporal evolution of (a) the ion temperature during an entire
reconnection cycle and (b) the IVDF (color coded) with contours of Gaussian
fits (black lines) 3.5cm below the X-line.
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Figure 4.12: Temporal evolution of (a) the ion temperature during an entire
reconnection cycle and (b) the IVDF (color coded) with contours of Gaussian
fits (black lines) at the X-line.
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4.3 Ion response to magnetic reconnection

but at a velocity of v = 1.2cs an additional (non thermal) component arises. The

ion temperature increases from Ti = 0.5eV at Φ = 3/4π to Ti = 2eV at Φ∼ 2π. A

comparison of Fig. 4.11 and Fig. 4.12 yields similar patterns in the evolution of

the LIF intensity with a time shift of 10 µs. The measurement below the X-line

lags behind the one obtained at the X-line and the magnitude of the density and

ion temperature variation is much higher at the X-line. Due to the fact that all

observed features are much stronger developed at the X-line, it is apparent that ion

heating and plasma density fluctuations are limited to a spatial region close to the

X-line only. The observed smaller temperature and density variations occur below

the X-line delayed, which indicate that these variations are caused by diffusion

from the X-line.

4.3.2 Correlation between ion heating and reconnection
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Figure 4.13: Time evolution of the ion temperature during a VTF shot
(cf. Fig. 4.9) without reconnection (black diamonds) and with reconnec-
tion (blue squares). Spline fits (dashed lines) are included to guide the eye.
(b) Color-coded plot of the time evolution of the IVDF during a VTF shot.
Contours of Gaussian fits to the thermal component are indicated as solid
lines.

To establish a causality between the reconnection rate and the increase of the

ion temperature, either amplitude or frequency of the reconnection drive must be

varied. While the frequency of the reconnection drive is fixed by the design param-
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4 Magnetic reconnection

eters of the resonance LC circuit, its amplitude inherently varies by 50% during

a VTF shot (cf. Fig. 4.9(a)). Thus, time-resolved measurements on the timescale

of a discharge shot duration yield a dependence of the observed ion heating on

the amplitude of the reconnection drive, equivalent to the reconnection rate. To

improve statistics, an average over 30 identical discharges is taken. Furthermore,

the scan range of the laser was enlarged to its technical limits in order to explore

also the tail regions of the IVDF. The measured data is divided into consecutive

intervals of ∆t = 5ms length and each segment is analyzed separately. The result-

ing time evolution of the IVDF is shown in Fig. 4.13: The raw LIF data are again

interpolated, smoothed, and plotted color-coded in a velocity versus time dia-

gram (Fig. 4.13(b)). Note, the different time scale compared to the phase-resolved

measurements (shown in Figs. 4.11 and 4.12). Most striking is the occurrence

of strong non-thermal components in the tail regions of the thermal IVDF. The

amplitudes of both the thermal IVDF and the non-thermal components decrease

in time, which is also observed if the same data analysis is applied to the case

without reconnection. This effect is a consequence of the decreasing plasma den-

sity, owing to a decrease of ECRH output power during a discharge. Gaussian fits

to the thermal component are again indicated in the plot by contour lines. The

resulting ion temperature evolution is plotted in Fig. 4.13(a). For comparison the

ion temperature for the case without reconnection is included in the plot (black

diamonds), which is constant in time at Ti = 0.5eV. If reconnection is driven, the

ion temperature rapidly rises from Ti ' 1eV to 2eV at t = 5 . . .15ms and gradually

drops to Ti ' 1eV at t = 60ms. This development correlates well with the temporal

behavior of the reconnection drive amplitude (cf. Fig. 4.9(a)). The non-thermal

components in Fig. 4.13(b) are found to be symmetric to the center of the IVDF’s

thermal component at v = 0.3cs± 0.7cs and at v = 0.3cs− 1.3cs. Any velocity

component at v > 1.5cs is inaccessible due to the limitations of the laser’s wave-

length tuning range. Thus, eventual non-thermal components in this range cannot

be detected. The number density of the non-thermal components is similar to the

number density of the thermal component. Non-thermal components are observed

only during reconnection and are thus a causal result of driven reconnection.

4.3.3 Ion dynamics during reconnection drive

So far it has been demonstrated that reconnection is linked to both an increase of

the ion temperature and the occurrence of strong non-thermal components located

at the X-line. But it remains an open question whether both effects are interlinked.

To address this question, the evolution of the IVDF during a single period of the
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Figure 4.14: (a) Phase-resolved measurement of the ion temperature (black
squares with spline fits). (b) Evolution of the IVDF during a reconnection
cycle. Shown are the raw data (color-coded plot) and contours of the ther-
mal component obtained from Gaussian fits (solid lines). The hatched area
indicates the interval, in which no LIF signal is obtained.

reconnection drive is again investigated, but the analysis is restricted to the time

interval t = 10 . . .30ms for which reconnection has the strongest effect on the ion

temperature (cf. Fig. 4.13(a)). Again, the tuning range of the laser is extended

the to its technical limits. Data is obtained from 30 discharge shots at each

laser wavelength but for one phase of the chopper only. As explained before, this

results in a small time interval, for which no LIF signal is available. Fig. 4.14(a)

shows the evolution of the ion temperature during one reconnection cycle (blue

squares). The ion temperature increases strongly from Ti = 0.5eV at phase φ ' π

to Ti = 3eV at φ ' π/2. In between, the ion temperature rises monotonously. The

data gap φ ' π/2 . . .π is due to the depletion of the thermal component as seen

in Fig. 4.14(b), which makes a least-square fit impossible. Included in the plot

are the raw data of the IVDF (color-coded) and contours of the Gaussian fits to

the thermal component (solid lines). The hatched area marks the phase interval,

in which the LIF intensity drops due to the (eclipse-like) on-off transition of the

chopped laser light. The beam components are again clearly visible, but are here

observed only in a small interval around the minimum loop voltage at t ' 15 µs.
Their velocity spread is fairly small with ∆v = 0.1cs. The number density of the
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4 Magnetic reconnection

beams is twice as high as the bulk number density. Correlated with the sudden

appearance of the beams is a rapid increase of the ion temperature from Ti ' 2eV
to 3eV and a depletion of the bulk number density. At t ' 35 µs the bulk density

recovers but at a much lower ion temperature. Within the reconnection cycle there

is an asymmetry, i.e. in the phase interval φ = [π,2π] no beam components are

observed and the depletion of the bulk number density is much less developed.

4.3.4 Non-thermal components in the IVDF
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Figure 4.15: Normalized metastable number densities of the thermal (black)
and non-thermal (blue) components of the IVDF, obtained by numerical in-
tegration. (a) Time evolution of the densities during the discharge duration.
(b) Time evolution during a reconnection cycle.

To quantify the non-thermal ion density the total density of the thermal and

the non-thermal components is calculated by numerical (trapezoid) integration of

the IVDFs along the velocity. The integration interval for the thermal component

is v = −0.2 . . .0.95cs and the difference between the (entire) IVDFs and thermal

number densities yields the number density of the non-thermal components. The

time evolution of the thermal and non-thermal beam densities on the timescale of

a discharge duration and a reconnection cycle are plotted in Fig. 4.15. As shown

in Fig. 4.15(a) the density contained in the beam components rapidly increases

if the reconnection drive is turned on and follows an exponential decay during a

discharge duration. The decay is similar to that of the thermal component and

the density of the beams is only little below the thermals density. Fig. 4.15(b)

shows the integrated densities on the timescale of the reconnection drive. It is

found that the integrated density of the beam components exceeds the thermal
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4.3 Ion response to magnetic reconnection

density by about a factor of 2.5 during a reconnection drive. The maximum beam

density coincides with the depletion of the thermal component. Hence, the strong

beam components can not be explained by a reordering in phase-space alone since

the number density of the thermal component is by far too low. Thus, the beam

components must result out of plasma transport from other regions of the cusp.

Due to the single point measurement with LIF no clear statements on their origin

can be made. As mentioned above, only in the positive half cycle beams are found

and in the second half cycle the intensity (almost only noise though) is below the

number density of the thermal component.
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4 Magnetic reconnection

4.4 Discussion of reconnection experiments

In the present work, for the first time detailed local IVDF measurements were

done in a reconnection experiment to establish a causal link between magnetic

reconnection and ion heating. The ion dynamical response to driven magnetic

reconnection parallel to magnetic guide field was investigated with high spatial

and energy resolution. The main finding of the present work can be summarized

as follows: A direct connection between magnetic reconnection and ion heating

could be established. The ion heating coincides with the occurrence of non-thermal

ion beams. The heating does not extend over the entire plasma cross-section but

is strongly localized at the diffusion region around the X-line, the region were

reconnection occurs. Ion heating as a result of magnetic reconnection is also

supported by recent measurements in the MRX device, in which also indications

for a link between reconnection and ion heating were found98. The experiments

in MRX are explained by a model based on an enhanced Sweet-Parker theory and

the ion heating is proposed to be caused by non-classical dissipation processes102.

4.4.1 Ion heating as a consequence of reconnection

It was found in VTF that the ion temperature increases about a factor of two if

reconnection is driven. The heating is observed at the X-line only. Already 3cm
outside the X-line only small modifications of the IVDF are found. A link between

reconnection and the observed ion heating appears in a time-resolved analysis of

the LIF signal, where the ion temperature decreases linearly during a discharge

in the same way as the reconnection drive amplitude does. On the timescale

of a reconnection cycle the ion temperature exhibits strong variations and the

strongest increase correlates with the maximum of the reconnection rate. The

VTF plasma is collisionless and mechanisms for reconnection based on resistivity,

as e.g. proposed to explain the results obtained in MRX, do not apply for the

current situation.

The reconnection electric field Eφ (≈ 10V/m) is by far too small to be responsible

for the observed heating. Thermal particles can gain only an energy of ≈ 0.1eV
between two collisions in this toroidal electric field. However, the in-plane electric

field, which forms in response to the reconnection (to maintain E ·B = 0 away from

the X-line) is much larger, nearly 1kV/m (see probe measurements shown in the

bottom row of Fig. 4.5) and could lead to strong perpendicular ion heating.
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4.4.2 Numerical simulation of perpendicular ion heating
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Figure 4.16: (a) Calculated orbit of an ion (going left to right) in the in-
plane fields at the X-line. (b) Histogram of the energy distribution of ions
with initial energy f (E ) = 0.3eV (solid line) after passing the X-line once.

To clarify the detailed mechanism responsible for ion heating during reconnec-

tion in VTF, a test-particle simulation was made, which numerically integrates

particle orbits in the in-plane electric and magnetic fields103. For this purpose

the representative potential Φ = Eφ `0/4× log((x2 +δ 2)/(y2 +δ 2)) is used. These

strong fields vary on small spatial scales near the X-point. In the numerical inves-

tigations it turns out that the dimensionless parameter e∇2Φρ2
i /mv2

ti (∼ 3 for these

experiments) is the major quantity controlling the ion heating. If this parameter

is larger than unity the magnetic moment of the ions is not conserved, leading

to perpendicular heating. Fig. 4.16(a) shows a typical particle orbit. A particle,

starting in the left half of the cusp with a perpendicular energy E = 0.3eV, leaves

the reconnection region with E ≈ 1.15eV. Orbits through the reconnection region

depend sensitively on the initial location and initial gyro-phase, hallmarks of the

non-linear dynamics of the system. In Fig. 4.16(b) the energy distribution f (E )
after one pass through the X-line is plotted in a histogram. The initial one has

a temperature of 0.3eV and is averaged over initial gyrophase and position. The

distribution has developed after a single pass through the X-line to a distribution

with larger tail. The average energy 〈E 〉 =
∫

E f (E )dE is 1.3eV. Three passes

through the X-line are sufficient to heat the particles from 0.3 to 2eV. Consistent

with the electrostatic probe measurements, for these simulations the parameters

eEφ `0 = 8eV and δ = 0.84cm are used.
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The in-plane electric fields are thus capable of heating the plasma in the perpen-

dicular direction, but in LIF measurements heating is observed parallel to the mag-

netic field. However, the ion-ion collision frequency νii evaluated for singly charged

Argon ions with a density of n = 5× 1016 m−3 ranges from 30× 103 s−1(≈ fci) at

0.3eV to 2× 103 s−1 at 2eV. Since the heating of the ions occurs within 1-2 gy-

roperiods near the X-line, the perpendicular electric field is responsible for the ion

heating, while the collisions transfer perpendicular to parallel heating. Finally,

the oscillating reconnection drive is a substantial fraction of the ion cyclotron fre-

quency ( fd = 0.45 fci). This pushes particles multiple times through the X-point,

allowing for multiple passes of heating. However, it is the sharp spatial variation

of Φ that breaks the adiabatic invariant µ , not its oscillation in time. In the

present scenario, a toroidal volume with a cross section diameter of about 5cm
is driven back and forth across the X-line region. Assuming that each ion in this

volume is energized on average by 1eV per transition, about 3W of the dissipated

energy goes to ion heating. In comparison the total dissipation in the reconnection

region is
〈
IplasmaUloop

〉
∼ 1.3kW (channeled to the electrons carrying the plasma

current). In turn, this number is small compared to the integral of the Pointing

flux
∫
(E×B/µ0)dS ∼ 1MW passing across the separatrix (within 10cm from the

X-line). The relative small amount of power dissipated in the X-line region is a

signature of fast collisionless reconnection73.

4.4.3 Flows and non-thermal components of the IVDF

Measurements at different positions in the poloidal plane revealed the link between

driven reconnection and the mean ion drift. Without reconnection the drift is

found to be on the order of 0.3cs at the X-line and 0.5cs elsewhere. Different from

space plasmas, in VTF the plasma is bounded and magnetic fieldlines intersect

the vessel walls. Hence, plasma is not confined in the cusp magnetic field but

drifts along the fieldlines to the wall. If reconnection is driven an increased ion

drift from 0.3cs to 0.4cs is observed locally at the X-line, whereas no change in

the drift is found outside the diffusion region. Although the magnitude of the

drift scales with the reconnection drive and the drift varies on the timescale of the

reconnection drive, it seems that the parallel electric field E ‖ BΦ accelerates the

ions along the guide field at the X-line. This is possible, since the reconnection

drive frequency is much lower than the ion plasma frequency fd � fci. However,

based on the present measurements made in the toroidal direction at a few points

only, a thorough discussion of the drifts is not possible. Nevertheless, flows of the

same order are also observed in VTF with Mach-probes. During a reconnection
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cycle a significant plasma flow in the poloidal plane appears and the toroidal

flows can also be interpreted as a redistribution of poloidal to toroidal velocity

components in phase space.

Another possibility of the LIF diagnostic is the direct observation of non-thermal

beam-like components in the velocity distribution function. In VTF they occur

in case of driven reconnection only. Non-thermal components are observed to be

located symmetrically in the tails of the thermal component at v = ±0.7cs. An

additional component is found at v = 1.3cs. Due to technical limitation of the laser

tuning range it could not be verified whether this component is also symmetric

around the center of the thermal part. The beam intensity exhibits during a

discharge a similar exponential decay as the overall plasma density and the velocity

integrated total density is almost equal to the density of the thermal component.

During a reconnection cycle a single peak in the beam density coincides with the

maximum reconnection rate in the positive half wave. This behavior is also seen

in Mach probe measurements, where flows in the poloidal plane, hence plasma

transport to the X-line, are observed only in the positive half cycle, too. Here, the

beam density exceeds the maximum value of the thermal component by a factor of

three and almost coincides with the maximum in the thermal component. Hence,

the beam components can not be populated by ions from the thermal part by re-

ordering in phase-space. Instead, it is likely that the occurrence of beams is also

due to an inflow of plasma from other regions of the cusp magnetic field. In the

particle simulations presented in the previous section ion beam formation is not

observed. However, in various numerical simulations it is observed that inplane

ion acceleration takes place104,105, but also in presence of a guide magnetic field

ion acceleration parallel to the guide field was reported106. As for the drift of the

thermal IVDF component clear statements on the origin and the physical processes

for beam formation require more detailed measurements, especially of the IVDF

perpendicular to the guide field.
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5 Summary

Within the framework of this thesis the response of the ions to magnetic perturba-

tions was investigated, namely low frequency kinetic Alfvén waves and magnetic

reconnection. Laser induced fluorescence (LIF) was used to gain information about

the ion dynamics by measuring the full ion velocity distribution function (IVDF).

The concept of LIF was extended such that for periodic plasma perturbations

phase-resolved IVDFs are obtained.

Kinetic Alfvén waves were actively excited in the linear magnetized plasma de-

vice VINETA. Two different wave excitation schemes were applied: Firstly, loop

antennas immersed in the plasma were used and secondly the amplitude of the

radio frequency (rf) helicon source was modulated. The wave field patterns were

measured with conventional electric and magnetic fluctuation diagnostics. The

waves excited by loop antennas show a dispersion behavior similar to the theoret-

ically predicted dispersion of shear Alfvén waves. Corrections due to the influence

of ion-neutral collisions have to be taken into account to correctly describe the

wave dispersion. Waves excited by amplitude modulation of helicon modes are

clearly of Alfvénic character, i.e. electromagnetic fluctuations at the low modu-

lation frequency propagate with Alfvén velocity. The measurement of the wave

dispersion reveals a non-linear character. It is suggested that non-linear three-

wave coupling of two high frequency waves launches the low frequency Alfvénic

wave.

The ion dynamics in response to the above described waves was investigated by

means of LIF. For linear and non-linear Alfvénic waves LIF measurements were

done for different excitation frequencies up to multiples of the ion cyclotron fre-

quency. Evidence for wave-particle interaction leading to resonant ion heating was

found at the ion cyclotron frequency. Phase-resolved LIF measurements exhibit

unperturbed IVDFs, thereby constant ion temperature and drift over one wave

excitation cycle. This is consistent with resonant Alfvén wave heating and is sup-

ported by probe measurements, which indicate relatively small fluctuating electric

fields.
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5 Summary

Magnetic reconnection was studied in the toroidal experiment VTF. Magnetic

reconnection is periodically driven by perturbing the equilibrium cusp magnetic

field. The ion dynamics of magnetic reconnection was investigated with LIF for

the first time. Clear evidence for ion heating was found, in agreement with other

recent findings in different experimental devices. Taking advantage of the high

spatial resolution of LIF it was shown that ion heating is localized to the magnetic

X-point, which is the location where reconnection occurs. To establish a causality

between reconnection and ion heating time-resolved LIF measurements were made.

It was demonstrated that the reconnection rate directly determines the ion energy

gain. Furthermore, strong non-thermal components of the IVDF were detected,

which correlate with the observed ion heating. To establish a physical picture

numerical Monte Carlo simulations were done, based on a kinetic single particle

model. They show a transfer from magnetic energy to kinetic energy of the ions,

which is consistent with the experimentally observed rise of the ion temperature.

The question may arise, how far the experiments discussed in this thesis actually

contribute to a deeper understanding of space plasma physics. Even though there

are strong differences between space and laboratory plasmas, e.g. magnetic field,

collisionality, boundaries, etc., the physical mechanisms of dynamic processes often

remain the same. Although laboratory experiments do not reflect completely the

space situation, the findings can be of importance in particular to benchmark

numerical simulations and theoretical model descriptions, applicable to both space

and laboratory plasmas.
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